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BG to host gay marriage conference 
ByHoHyAbrams 
REPORTER 
In light of current social and 
political trends in the nation, the 
University will host four speakers 
for an evidence-based confer- 
ence to discuss some of the key 
issues raised in the debate over 
same-sex marriage. 
The conference "Same-Sex 
Marriage: On the Frontiers of 
Legal and Social Change," will 
be held today from 2:00 - 6:15 
p.m. in room 308 of the Union. 
The event is free and open to the 
public. 
Two panelists will be looking 
at political and legal issues, while 
the other two look at the social 
science side, said Laura Sanchez, 
event moderator and associate 
professor in the department of 
sociology. 
"We were very mindful of 
selecting people who are very 
active in the area." she said. "We 
rarely as a campus community 
have the opportunity to have a 
dialogue about something that 
is as visible and important as this 
social phenomenon." 
The speakers represent a wide 
range of research areas on the 
topic of same-sex marriage in 
America, said Susan Brown, asso- 
ciate professor in the department 
of sociology. 
Andrew Koppelman is a pro- 
fessor of law and political science 
at Northwestern University. He 
has expertise in constitutional 
law and political philosophy and 
has written widely on gay rights 
in contemporary American law. 
Katherine Spaht is a professor 
at Louisiana State University and 
has worked with the state legisla- 
ture to draft Louisiana's marriage 
legislation. She has also written 
on the role law plays in the regu- 
lation of marriage. 
Judith Stacey is professor of 
sociology at New York University 
and writes on gay and lesbian 
family relationships. She has 
been an activist for families and 
has contributed to thinking 
about reconfiguring the role of 
family life in America. 
Jennifer Roback Morse is an 
economist and research fellow at 
the Hoover Institution at Stanford 
University and has both philo- 
sophical and policy interests in 
the role of family in a free society. 
The topic for the conference 
was chosen last semester because 
of the attention it has drawn dur- 
ing the presidential election and 
the nationwide issue of changing 
family values, Sanchez said. 
Last year alone,  4,000 gay 
couples were married in San 
Francisco. But on the opposition, 
18 states currently have banned 
gay marriage, Sanchez said. 
"I think it's very in the currently 
consciousness," she said. "We 
wanted to make sure we looked 
at legal and political issues sur- 
rounding gay marriage and also 
what social and political science 
tells us about gay marriage." 
Opponents to same-sex mar- 
riage have advocated a U.S. con- 
stitution amendment to make it 
illegal. 
Religious groups have been 
speaking against same-sex mar- 
riage arguing that it violates bibli- 
cal codes while other churches 
have been recognizing and per- 
forming gay marriages. 
Scholars have been debating 
the effects same-sex marriage 
have on the couple's children and 
their attitudes, gender preferenc- 
es, self-esteem and psychological 
well-being. 
Although students may not 
be directly affected by gay mar- 
riage, chances are, they will know 
someone who is, Sanchez said. 
It's important to be informed 
about an issue like this especially 
when students are part of the vot- 
ing population. 
"It's important academically 
because as social scientists, we're 
trying to understand the rapid 
family change that has occurred 
in U.S. society over the past 30 
years," Brown said. "This is an 
issue that has been making news 
in the past several years and will 
continue to in the future." 
The key factor in the confer- 
ence is that the conference is 
fact based, not opinion based, 
Sanchez said. 
"Although many people have 
strong emotional and religious 
views, they actually have very 
few facts about it," Sancbez 
said. "This is an opportunity to 
learn exactly why this is such the 
phenomenon that it is." 
The scholars will not present 
their opinions, only facts from 
their research, Brown said. 
"We're trying to present the 
best evidence out there that is 
designed in an academic research 
base," she said. "This is not just 
somebody's opinion, but based 
on factual information and data 
that is gathered." 
Through faculty research 
for the ("enter for Family and 
Demographic Research on 
campus, the University is 
considered a viable source 
for information on this topic, 
Brawn said. 
CARD3FEST 
John Findhnf BGNews 
CARIBBEAN TUNES: Members of Jah Messengers entertain guests of Caribfest last night at the 
BGSU Ice Arena. Caribfest was put on by the BGSU Caribbean Association. 
UT wants tuition reform 
By Laren Weber 
SENIOR REPORTER 
Funding for higher education in 
Ohio could all come down to a 
penny. 
University of Toledo President 
Dan lohnson originally proposed 
the implementation of a half-cent 
sales tax to fund tuition for Ohio's 
public universities in lanuary 
and it is now being taken all the 
way to Columbus by UT's stu- 
dent government These student 
leaders at UT want BGSU and 
Ohio's 12 other public universities 
to rally behind their "power of 
a penny" state tax campaign to 
help fight rising tuition. 
Leaders at BGSU support UT 
student' push for tuition reform 
and feel that a change in funding 
is essential. 
University President Sidney 
Ribeau is certain that the state 
needs to increase the revenue to 
fund highereducation. Compared 
to other state agencies, universi- 
ties are the only state agencies in 
a deficit. Ribeau said. 
"Tuition is rising because the 
state is not providing adequate 
support," hesaid. "It'san approach 
that allows the state to invest in 
higher education and allows uni- 
versities to stabilize tuition so it is 
much more affordable." 
BGSU Student Government 
President Alex Wright also stress- 
es that the current model for 
funding higher education doesn't 
work, and it's time to formulate a 
new plan. 
"With any typeof tuition reform, 
it's important to unite together," 
Wright said. "If Toledo says one 
thing, Miami says another and 
Kent says a third different thing 
then nothing is really going to 
get accomplished. With this issue 
and all others, it helps to have that 
unified solidarity." 
Ohio is currently dubbed as a 
"high-tuition" state and the tax 
proposal has the potential to 
transform the status of the state 
into "affordable-tuition". 
The price to attend a four-year 
public university in Ohio is the 
fifth most expensive in the United 
States, and ranks among the high- 
est in the nation. For lohnson, 
the next generation of Ohio's dif- 
ference-makers are increasingly 
relying on the education provided 
by the state's public universities, 
but the costs are moving out of 
reach. 
"We have the capacity in Ohio 
to dramatically reduce tuition 
with the half-cent sales tax," 
lohnson said. "It's not so much an 
expenditure as it is an investment 
for the future." 
The approximate 200.000 resi- 
dents of Ohio that attend pub- 
lic universities pay an average of 
$6,000 for tuition each year. The 
one-half cent sales tax would pro- 
vide enough revenue to educate 
all of those students at half the 
cost, lohnson said. 
Currently, students in Ohio are 
burdened with 65 percent of col- 
lege expenses while the statecom- 
pensates for 35 percent, according 
to the Ohio Board of Regents. UT's 
Student Government President 
Guy Beeman fears that if change 
doesn't occur soon, students 
could be paying 90 percent of the 
cost and the state will cover the 
remaining 10 percent 
"Tuition will be out of control," 
hesaid. 
TOLEDO. PAGE 11 
Summer classes shortened 
By Audrey Weber 
REPORTER 
The decision to take summer 
classes or find summer employ- 
ment is something many stu- 
dents face, but thanks to a new 
program, students may not have 




Programs has devel- 
oped a new schedul- 
ing format, allowing 
students to attend a 
class for a short peri- 
od of time beginning 
in May. The summer 
courses offered will 
include three weeks 
of meeting in the 
classroom, followed 
by three weeks for 
completing a project 
or assignment 
According to 
William Balzer, asso- 
ciate vice president and dean 
of continuing and extended 
education, these courses were 
designed for students who are 
interested  in taking summer 
"We are glad 










courses as well as finding sum- 
mer employment, participating 
in study abroad, internships or 
co-ops. 
The short time allotted for 
these courses may riot be the 
only positive aspect however, 
according to Balzer. 
"The 'compressed' 
format provides a 
more intensive edu- 
cational experience, 
which may be peda- 
gogically beneficial 
in some courses and 
disciplines," he said. 
There are currently 
two courses — FIN 
410 and STAT 620 
— that students may 
sign up for that will 
begin the week of 
May 15. These cours- 
es were recommend- 
ed by the college of 
business administra- 
tion as test courses 
and faculty members volun- 
teered to teach. 
"Our decision to develop Fast 
Track courses was originally 
being developed for summer 
2006." Balzer said. "But we were 
all excited about the possibil- 
ity of this new schedule that we 
wanted to see if we could estab- 
lish at least a couple courses for 
summer 2005." 
The summer program team, 
as well as the summer deans 
of each college meet regularly 
to discuss new opportunities 
for students, and the Fast Track 
courses were one of these sug- 
gestions. These courses have also 
been developed at the Firelands 
campus and have been very suc- 
cessful, Balzer said. 
And while there are only two 
courses being offered to students 
this summer, officials hope to 
expand the program in future 
years. Planning for summer 2006 
courses begins in the fall and the 
preview schedule will be posted 
in mid-November on the sum- 
mer program Web site. 
"We expect to wort: with the 
colleges, departments and facul- 
ty to offer many more Fast Track 
courses in summer 2006," Balzer 
said. "We would expect that they 
SUMMER, PAGE 2 
Ohio tuition continues to 
rise for four-year schools 
By Jed Herri ngton 
GUEST REPORTER 
"It doesn't look good," said Larry 
Weiss, associate vice president of 
University relations and govern- 
mental affairs at the University. 
In February. Gov. Bob Taft 
introduced his executive budget 
for fiscal years 2006 and 2007. 
This proposal outlines the gover- 
nor's recommendations for how 
Ohio tax dollars will be used from 
July 1, 2005, to lune 30, 2007. 
Contained in the budget are fig- 
ures that may affect a majority 
of students who attend Ohio col- 
leges and universities. 
For the next two years, state 
support will be "flat-funded," 
meaning the same amount of 
money will be allotted for high- 
er education as in the previous 
biennial budget: however, not all 
institutions will receive the same 
amount of funding as in the pre- 
vious year due to the way the 
SI .56 billion will lie distributed. 
"We don't have 






SIDNEY RIBEAU, PRESIDENT 
BGSU and other schools, such 
as the University of Toledo, have 
had their funding cut in the 
executive budget, which usually 
translates into higher tuition. 
Teri Sharp, director of media 
relations for the University, said 
she would not be surprised if 
the University saw an increase 
in tuition for the following aca- 
demic year. 
"We've seen in the past that 
when state support decreases, 
we see higher tuition at Ohio 
universities," she said. 
The amount resident under- 
graduate students pay to take 11 
to 18 credits at the University has 
risen almost 51,200 from spring 
2002 to the current $4,036 per 
semester. This cost is likely to 
increase, unless the current ver- 
sion of the budget is changed in 
favor of the University and insti- 
tutions like it. 
The formula the governor 
and state legislators use to dis- 
tribute funding for higher edu- 
cation considers increases in 
enrollment and also how many 
students each institution has 
enrolled in technical and profes- 
sional programs. 
Even though BGSU saw its 
largest freshman class in his- 
tory last fall, it is losing fund- 
ing to two-year institutions like 
Owens Community College and 
TUITION. PAGE 2 
FOUR-DAY FORECAST     *™m 
The four-day forecast is taken 
from weather.com 
Sunny High: 68' 
Low: 46" 
SUNDAY 
Partly     High: 69" 
Cloudy     Low: 49' 
MONDAY 
Thunder   High: 70' 
Storms     Low: 53" 
TUESDAY 
Partly     High: 76' 
Cloudy     Low: 48" 
FOR ALL THE NEWS VISIT WWW BGNEWS COM 
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Arab world aVnelting pof of diversity 
By Russ Zimmer 
RlPORltR 
Diversity in the Arab world, 
which crosses elhnic, religious 
and gender lines, is more com- 
plicated than most Americans 
realize. 
Mohsen Hanili from the 
University of Manouba in Tunis. 
Tunisia gave his speech tilled. 
"Wtomen. Media and Diversity 
in the Arab World" to over 70 
students ami faculty in the Union 
last evening. 
While the Arab world may look 
homogenous - in religion, gen- 
der issues, etc. — to Westerners, 
I lamli argued that nothing could 
be further from the truth. 
"The Arab world is disiinci 
from the Muslim world," ll.nnli 
said. 
I lamli defined the Arab world 
as 22 countries in the Middle 
East, with the exception of 
Israel and North Africa — places 
where table is the primary lan- 
guage. In consider Arab as equal 
to Muslim is a stereotype that 
many Westerners hold. 
In fact. I la i nil said that the Arab 
world is a melting pot where, in 
six of 22 Arab countries, Arabs 
are a minority. Hght percent of 
Arabs are non-Muslims, includ- 
ing followers of Pagan beliefs, 
according to Hamli. 
The role of women in Arab 
countries is becoming an 
increasingly controversial topic 
as democratic movements begin 
to spread in (he region. 
The Arab world is divided 
over the status of women." 
I lamli said. 
Il.nnli pointed to his own 
country, Tunisia, as an example 
of progress. Currently, Tunisia's 
parliament is made up of about 
23 percent women, which ranks 
it at 27th in the world in terms of 
female representatives. I Tie U.S. 
ranks 59lh. 
Women's entry into the media, 
as into any occupation, has met 
resistance from the more con- 
servative factions in the Arab 
world. I lamli said the debate 
over the role of women is poten- 
tially more dangerous than the 
other divisions in the region. 
Tunisia again provides a 
model for more liberal treat- 
ment of women in the work- 
force. Tunisia has, among other 
legislation, abolished polygamy 
and marriage without the con- 
sent of the women. 
Women in Tunisia occupy 
about 30 percent of the jobs 
in the media field, including 
decision-making positions. 
"Tunisia has set the standard 
for women unparalleled in other 
Arab countries," Hanili said. 
Ethnic divides have been the 
cause of much bloodshed in the 
Arab world and solutions have 
been hard to come by. 
"Ethnic wars in Lebanon and 
Sudan have cost many more 
lives than Arab-Israeli conflicts," 
Hamli said. 
Arab leaders have tried to 
unite their populations through 
a variety of means. 
Citizenship based on reli- 
gion excluded non-Muslims 
and failed, as did Pan-Arabism, 
the idea of a secular unification 
based on the Arabic language. 
Non-Muslims were fearful of 
a hidden Islamic agenda and 
thus were hesitant to support 
Pan-Arabism. 
Yet another solution, nation- 
alism, was thwarted by lead- 
ers' abuse of power as well as 
Arab-Israeli battles. 
Professor Catherine Cassara of 
the journalism department was 
pleased with the turnout and 
hoped students left with a desire 
to research the Arab wortd. 
"If you heaid (Hamli's speech) 
you have to understand that 
the American media is very 
simplistic," Cassara said. 
More courses considered 
SUMMER. FROM PAGE 1 
would offer many options for 
undergraduate and graduate 
students." 
Although the hope is for Fast 
IVack courses to be offered to 
all undergraduate and graduate 
students, more research may 
need to be done to see just how 
effective the classes will be for 
lower-level, core classes. 
"Compressing the material 
and learning in three weeks will 
take additional planning and 
consideration and may or may 
not he the best for our students," 
said Nancy Merritl, associate 
dean for undergraduate stud- 
ies in business. "We generally 
have more summer enrollment 
in required core courses for 
sophomores and juniors in the 
business program, |and| we are 
not sure that this compressed 
format will work well for stu- 
dents learning or scheduling in 
some of the courses, 
"We are glad to try the three- 
week format and to consider 
some other courses for Summer 
2006," she added. 
Students are currently able 
to sign up for the two business 
courses being offered and offi- 
cials expect good enrollment as 
more promotion is done for the 
program. 
Editors Note Far more infor- 
million tm the F0st Track courses. 
visit the Summer Programs Web 
site at http:llsummer.b^iunlH 
BGSU tuition to rise next year 
TUITION, FROM PAGE 1 
Northwest State Community 
College, which have had larger 
percentage increases in enroll- 
ment. 
University President Sidney 
Ribeau said this system of 
allocation is hindering the 
amount of support the University 
receives from die stare. 
"We don't have a lot of large 
professional programs." Ribeau 
said. "I he fonnula gives more to 
lab-extensive programs." 
Weiss said die University has 
been losing funding from State 
Share of Instruction steadily 
and that the governor's proposal 
would further that trend. 
"The executive budget, as 
proposed, would have Bowling 
Green cut $5 million over the 
biennium and that would equal 
over $18 million in cuts since 
fiscal year 2001," he said. 
According to the Office of 
Finance and Administration 
at the University, in 1989, SSI 
accounted for 57 percent of the 
costof educational the University, 
while tuition and fees covered the 
other 43 percent. For fiscal 2005, 
tuition and fees accounted for an 
estimated 64 percent. 
Scott Pogros, a junior 
education major at the 
University,    said    he   thinks 
students would be happy if 
tuition would stop increasing and 
stay steady for at least a few years. 
He doesn't think college students 
are high on the government's list 
of priorities. 
"Its ridiculous how the state 
legislation has put us on the back 
burner," Pogros said. "VNfe're just 
sick of money being taken away." 
Last month, Taft launched the 
Ohio Student Lending Initiative 
in an effort to offset higher tuition 
and increase overall enrollment 
in Ohio universities. The pro- 
gram, a partnership between the 
state and the KnowiedgeWforks 
Foundation, offers 
reduced-rate loans to students 
and their families. The program 
promises SltX) million in stu- 
dent loans for this year and the 
possibility of $200 million 
annually within five years. 
Ribeau thinks the governor's 
budget is a good starting point, 
but would like to see more 
money allotted for the University 
when state legislators have their 
turn with it 
"I'd like to see the House and 
Senate increase our money 
for things such as cost of living 
increases," he said. "At each level, 
they can make adjustments to it. 
Unfortunately, that means they 
can take money away from it 
as well." 
422 E. MERRY ST 
524 N. ENTERPRISE 
One of BG's newest complexes 
CLOSE i TO i CAMPUS" 
1 Bedroom Apartments 
•1 Full Bath -Air Conditioning 
•Microwaves   'Dishwasher 
•Garbage Disposal 
•Furnished -Laundry On-Site 







The Office of Undergraduate Research 
is pleased to announce: 
The 1" BGSU 
Spring Symposium on 
Undergraduate Research 
will be held 
April 18, 2005 
9 am to 5pm in the Multipurpose Room 
Bowen-Thompson Student Union 
[Abstracts due March 25,2005] 
The purpose of this event is to celebrate the scholarly accomplishments of 
our undergraduate students by providing them witn a venue in which to 
share the results of their work with all members of the BGSU learning 
community Undergraduates in all disciplines are invited to present the 
results of their independent research projects and other creative activities. 
All University students, faculty and staff, plus community members and 
friends are invited to attend. Details on how you can participate in this 
year's symposium can be found at: 
http://www.bgsu.edu/offices/our/SpringSymposium.htm 
Bex City 2005 
WKe* April 22-23"1 
VJkere: Grass between Kreisdver 
and SadcUe«»)ire 




BEST BOX COMPtTrrjON 
"Rckeb go on sale, ApriJ 18*K in tKe Unu*i! 
 Habitat tor Humanity  
'^•#r-' 
Home Dity Ice 
# • 
,he Graduate 
You deserve an UPGRADE! 
Buckeye Studios 
Students from Cleveland OH, Marion OH, or Bucyrus OH 
Are you going home for the Summer? 
We have the perfect Job in your Backyard 
FLEXIBLE   HOURS   &   GREAT   PAYJI 
We have openings for Route Drivers, or Packaging 
We offer 10-40 + hours/week 
Earn J7.00 to J12.00 per hour 
BucyrusiMarion OH, 800-894-0529 
Toledo OH 800-899-8070 









L                                   419-352-1520 ■ 
WHERE DO YOU GO 
TO I GET AHEAD : I ..... 




THE UNIVERSITY OF 
TOLEDO 




Visit us at www.undergradadmission.utoledo.edu and click on "be our guest. 
Or call us toll-free at 800-5-TOLEDO. 
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ART WORK TO BE ON DISPLAY IN FOUNDERS 
"Meeting Place" will be on display though April 23 
at Founders Keepers Food Court in Founders Hall. 
The display is an exhibition of the work of Richard 
Razafindrakoto, painter, poet, and installation artist 
from the Madagascar Republic, and the current Jane 
Labino-Black Artist-in-Residence in the School of Art. 
www.fagnews.com/cairipus  
CAMPUS 
Feminists find new 
common ground 
By Meghan Durbak 
OKI ttparrot 
The message, "Wfamen deserve 
belter" is spreading across the 
nation's universities as speaker 
Sally Winn entreats students 
and faculty to "refuse to choose" 
between women and children 
when faced with an unplanned 
pregnancy. 
Having accepted l-alcons 
for Life's invitation to speak at 
Bowling Green State University, 
vice-president of Feminisis for 
Life, Winn will speak to students 
on April 18 in room 10O7 of the 
BA at 8 p.m. confronting the issue 
of abortion from a pro-life view 
point while simultaneously work- 
ing to find common ground with 
pro-choicers. 
University students are target- 
ed audiences because FFL says 
college-aged women are most 
likely to abort. 
According to the Allen 
Guttmacher Institute, a nonprofit 
organization focused on sexual 
and reproductive health research, 
over half the abortions in this 
country are done by woineti ages 
15-24. 
Thirty-three years ago, it was not 
possible to find common ground. 
In 1972, the National Organization 
for Women backed the lawyers for 
Norma McCorvcy (then known as 
lane Roe) as they presented the 
case to legalize abortions before 
the Supreme Court. This decision 
to aid the Roe case stirred passion- 
ate opposition within the organi- 
zation itself and people dedicated 
to the women's movement walked 
away. 
However not everyone gave 
up the life of an activist. A cou- 
ple of the former NOW members 
created Feminists for I jfe and cen- 
tered upon the abortion debate, 
especially after the Supreme 
Court's decision to legalize 
abortion in 1973. 
When one of the top priori- 
ties of the Feminist Majority is 
to keep abortion legal, it is dif- 
ficult for many pro-lifers includ- 
ing Falcons for Life's President 
Katie Riddle and its adviser Mary 
Alice Newnam to consider them- 
selves as feminists. Both women 
4 
said given Webster's definition of 
feminism: the theory that women 
should have political, economic 
and social rights equal to those of 
men. they would call themselves 
feminists. 
With that definition. Riddle said, 
"To be a feminist doesn't mean 
you have to be pro-choice ... To 
be a feminist and pro-life makes 
sense." 
Dr. Colleen Coughlin, affiliated 
faculty member of the Women's 
Studies department teaches 
theories of feminism. She said 
Webster's definition relates closely 
to the 'liberal feminist theoiV and 
can be applied to pro-lifers. The 
'liberal feminist theory' is the most 
conservative Coughlin said, and 
the group most people belong to. 
including second-wave leaders 
Gloria Steinem and Betty Freidan. 
On how the abortion delate fits 
into feminism, Coughlin said it is 
"like comparing apples to orang- 
rv She said one side argues for 
the unborn rights and other side 
questions how far citizens should 
let the government make laws 
about their personal lives. 
The feminist theory professor 
considers herself to be pro-choice. 
"Ultimately, I would like to live 
in a world where abortion wasn't 
necessary, where men don't rape 
women, where adults don't sex- 
ually abuse children and where 
women and men have access 
to safe and effective contracep- 
tion. I also don't ever want the 
responsibility of making that 
decision for anyone else, and I 
don't want anyone making that 
decision for me." 
Director of the Women's 
Center Dr. Mary Krueger said 
there is room for diversity in the 
BUCKEYE 
SELF ■ STORAGE 
•Near Campus 
•Low Rates 




Don't Make Extra Work 
Leave Your "Things"! 
feminist movement. 
"People have the right to define 
themselves," Krueger said. "They 
know best who they are. lust 
because I don't understand or 
share their view doesn't mean that 
it isn't someone else's truth." 
Krueger said the pro-life 
movement "tries to reduce a 
complex individual (personal) 
issue to some simplistic black and 
white, good or bad." Krueger adds, 
"I also think they arc trying to 
impose their values on others who 
do not share their values. I egalized 
abuttal allows both sides to act 
on their values." 
Where is the common ground 
between the pro-choice and 
pro-life feminists? Winn, Krueger, 
and Coughlin all agree that 
finances, youth and abuse are 
contributing factors to abortion 
and need to be dealt with. In her 
address to students on Monday, 
Winn seeks to attain some com- 
mon ground with her suggested 
alternatives to abortion that 
everyone can agree is best for 
women and men. 
The Falcons for Life are bringing 
Sally Winn to campus to provide 
a different point of view with the 
hope that people will leave the 
speech feeling differently toward 
the issue. 
"If nothing else, with everything 
going on this year, an election, 
Terri Schiavo, the war in Iraq, you 
need to learn this is a big issue. 
This is about life and death and the 
worth of human beings and how 
you value life in society." 
SOME FREE TIME 
Ashley Hunt* BG News 
SPRING IS HERE: Thanks to her LOO class cancelation, Freshman Liz Malesta stretches 
out in front of University Hall to enjoy the sunshine between classes with her friend Sarah 







Call Today to 
Reserve unit: 
352-1520 
DAILY ADVISING TIP 
Have you reported your change of address?? 
Verify your current addresses on MyBGSU 
by clicking on My Data Verification and submit a 
form if necessary. 
Sponsored by Advising Network  
Trinity United 
Methodist Church 
ID .*<>■ Sunday School 
II '30" Conttntpowy 
Strrvii t 
200 Vxlti Summir Street 
Bmhnv Cireni. Ohio 43402-2527 
Phonc4l'*-.15J-'HHI 
I.!. 119453-5191 
I--mail intiit\ it«.IKI mj 
Praising mid Proclaiming Christ 
at the Heart of Bowling Green 
S> 
The 
I Student Health Service 
will be 
temporarily closed: 
Tuesday, April 19th 
8 am - Noon 
MMV' *> 
1 Wednesday, April 20* 'f 
8 am-Noon J 
[|IJ Cflfl 372-2271 with any questions.      wt* 
vineyard 
worship - relevant message - coffee 
0 am - Sunday 
(between krogers & mall) 
jneyardbg.org 
PROPERTIES CO 
Extra lame Bedrooms Available! 
www.preferredpropertiesco.com 
Make your home at: 
• Piedmont 
• Fox Run 
• Haven House    Bl - 
• Mini Mall Apts. 
• Updated Birchwood 
- small pets allowed 
• Triplex- small pets allowed 
•And other locations! 
""Mva;, 
Great Affordable Fall Rates! 
Mon-Fri: 8-12 & 1-4:30 
Sat: 10-2 





Cherry wood Health Spa 
•Indoor Heated Pool 
• Newly Renovated 
* New Equipment 
•Sauna 
STUDENT SPECIALS 




Mon, Tue & Wed: 11am-1:30am 
Thur, Fri & Sat: 11am- 3:00am 
Sun: 11 am-1:30am 
cash, checks itISB 
§[?[I«[L 





fis log fireplace 
car oarage 
walk in closets 
6 
3 eg gr e
l I c 
large yard 
-.*'r*:»». 
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QUOrePNQrOTE 
"But it was a very popular episode. It had 
action. It had comedy. It had drama." 
Actor Michael Dante, on his continued ability to draw income off (an 




Change in tuition starts with students 
University ofTbledo President 
Dan Johnson originally pro- 
posed the iinplcmentatioii of a 
half-cent sales tax to fund tuition 
for Ohio's public universities 
in January and it is now heing 
taken all the way to (olumhus 
by IJT's student government. 
These student leaders at 
UT want BGSU and Ohio's 12 
other public universities to rally 
behind their "power of a penny" 
state tax campaign to help light 
rising tuition. 
This proposition could be the 
STAFF EDITORIAL 
much-needed first step toward a 
serious change in Ohio's funding 
for its public universities. 
c ihio's tuition costs rank 
among the highest in the nation. 
with the price to attend a four- 
year public university currently 
the fifth most expensive in the 
United States. 
But the only way to instigate 
change is through unity. 
While the BG News advocates 
this half-cent sales tax, we also 
challenge campus organiza- 
tions like tloalitinn Against 
Rising Tuition and USG to come 
together and make this change 
happen. 
By joining with the students at 
the University of Toledo, two of 
Ohio's 13 publicly funded insti- 
tutions will be making a stance 
against rising tuition. 
I lowever, we cannot wait for 
these changes to come around. 
We as students need to make 
our voices heard now. rather 
than sitting back and waiting lor 
something to happen. 
Ghandi once said. "You must 
be the change you wish to see 
in the world." The change must 
start in us its students, because 
it affects us more than any other 
Ohio citizen. 
"Even if we start today, it will 
take a while," lohnson said. "But 
we have to start now if we want 
to see a significant change." 
It is our civic duty to become 
Involved in this legislation, but 
to ignore the heated fight for our 
own education is not only irre- 
sponsible — it's stupid. 
This is our chance as citizens 
to make our voices heard in 
Columbus Regardless of your 
partisan preference, age, 
gender or major, this is an issue 
diat affects every person at this 
University. 
We need to join together and 
let Gov BobTaft and the Ohio 
legislature know that a change 
must be made, tuition must he 
lowered and we will not accept 
or tolerate anything less. 
Until we take a stand and let 
lawmakers know what we die 
students need, they will contin- 
ue to make decisions for us, not 
with us. As legal adults capable 
of political dialogue, we have a 
right to have a significant say in 
decisions affecting our educa- 
tion and our lives. 
Until we takeastand, tuition 
will continue to rise. 
The time is now to make our 
voices heard as students and as 
citizens, and let Ohio lawmakers 
know we will not stand for this. 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR  PEOPLE 
Car decals stand 
for appreciation 
of soldiers 
This letter is in response to 
Sam Adams'column in 
iheBG News yesterday. 
He starts with the premise 
that people displaying decals 
supporting our troops do noth- 
ing else toward thai end lie 
then jumps to the conclusion 
that these people, who he has 
alieadj assumed do not support 
the troops in deeds rather than 
words, must l>e Republicans 
In yet another leap, he 
assumes thai these Republicans, 
whom hi'assumes are the only 
Ones with the decals, are respon- 
sible tor defeating one spending 
bill in Congress. 
I his is, of course, ignoring the 
fact that many spending bills go 
through t xingress and this was 
just one that a majority of our 
elected officials saw fit not to 
pass. 
it is interesting to me that, in 
his assumptions. Adams tells 
us more about himself than he 
does about the deeal-display ing 
Republicans who defeated this 
one bill in Congress (according 
to Sam). 
first, our volunteer army is 
supported by tax dollars, a fact 
Vl.ims ignores as he refuses 
to close tile loop in his circular 
logic. Second, our army fights 
to protect our freedom and 
freedom around the world—a 
concept Reagan called 
exceptionalisin. 
By living our lives in the soci- 
ety of freedom our troops help 
protect, we do our troops honor. 
In this environment in a world 
full of outward displays, many 
see fit to show their appreciation 
with a yellow ribbon tiecal on 
their car. 
Mr. Adams. I am sorry that 
you wanted this one particular 
spending bill to pass Congress, 
I am sorry you do not like 
Republicans, and I am sorry 
your distaste for the military has 
prompted you to write a column 
against displaying decals in 
appreciation for their service, 
Maybe you should display one 
of the SI.99 decals in apprecia- 
tion for their help in allowing 
you to voice your opinion, which 
was heavily reliant on faulty 





Diagnosing disease of ignorance 
Riddle me this, riddle me 
that. 
I can't be seen, heard 
or held, but my actions can lie 
fell. I sometimes manifest my sell 
in subtle actions. I shut people's 
minds and make them have 
delusions of grandeur. I dose 
people's ears anil make them 
deaf to the stories and experi- 
ences of other people. 1 blind 
people and make them unable 
to see the effects of their 
negative actions. 
I am ignorance, and I am 
everywhere. 
Ignorance attaches itself dif- 
ferently to different people, it 
attaches itsell like a leech to the 
hearts of bigots, Making away 
any emotions for people who are 
different from them. It attaches 
ilseli to the brains of well-edu- 
cated people, reducing complex 
problems to simple stereotypes. 
file result is a sick society in 
which people discriminate 
without realizing it and hate 
without knowing it 
[he symptoms of this 
ignorance-inflicted disease are 
prevalent ill Ames. When [Moplc 
cough out statements like"(io 
bat k to where you came from." 
Ignorance is the only possible 
diagnosis. 
Hie world is a lot more com- 
plex than corn fields growing by 
gravel roads. Intelligent people 
don 1 s|x'ak with a certain accent 
or dress in a certain way. The 
world is more integrated, diverse 
and complex than that. The cir- 
cumstances in which each of us 
are now have been affected by a 
IKECHUKWU 
ENENM0H 
V WIRE. Columnist 
The Iowa State Dafy 
Iowa State \Mmsty 
lot of things, including centuries 
of history. 
lb think otherwise would be 
to suffer from foolishness and 
delusions of grandeur inflicted 
by ignorance 
In 1986, Philip Emcagwali 
built the fastest computer 
system the world had ever seen. 
It was a system that was capable 
of computing 3.1 billion calcula- 
tions per second 
F.meagwali was a Nigerian 
who won the Gordon Bell Prize 
for computing. I lis invention 
is used in chess computers like 
I >ccp Blue and to help scientists 
understand how oil flows under- 
ground. Why aren't 
achievements like these 
emphasized in the media? 
Most ol the countries in Africa 
has e Ircon independent for less 
than ball a century and are mak- 
ing progress America has had 
more than 2tX) years to figure 
■ ml democracy, y et some people 
here expect it to happen 
overnight in countries that have 
been exploited for their 
resources for centuries. 
When the British colonized 
Nigeria, for example, they fig- 
ured it would be an effective 
i.u DC to put people who spoke 
different languages and had 
different cultures in clashes with 
one another. The culture ol eth- 
nic violence we are seeing today 
in many African countries is a 
consequence of that divide-and- 
conquer technique. 
People wiio suffer from delu- 
sions of grandeur ignore all 
environmental factors and think 
somehow their superior morals 
and intellect have made them 
better than others. 
As a result, people who don't 
fit their mold of how intelligent 
and good people should act 
are dehumanized. This made it 
easier to lie racist toward blacks 
in the past. Now this same igno- 
rance-inflicted illness is making 
it so much easier to go bomb 
and kill more than 10.000 Iraqi 
people in the name of freedom. 
Would the U.S. government 
bomb places in the inner cities 
where gangs are thought to be 
living in the interest of liberating 
America from gangs? 
The ends never justify the 
means 
It is just as Martin l-uther King 
)r. said: "You can never bring 
about constnictive ends through 
destructive means." 
Problems like poverty that 
affect some countries directly 
affect all countries indirectly. 
People can no longer build 
fortresses to protect themselves 
— someday we all have to go out 
and face the reality of a very 
integrated world. 
Why would anyone go out 
to face life's battles with a spear 
blunted by ignorance? 
Ihis is one riddle I cannot 
solve. 
ON THE STREET 





.    "To ban same-sex 
marriage is equal to 





"I'm for it. Love is 
love, man." 
LINDSAY AKENS 
JUNIOR, 2-D ART 
"It should be allowed, 
because we shouldn't 




"I'm for it but only 
if they meet on 
Facebook." 
History may repeat 
itself in discrimination 
The past year has been an 
important one for gay 
rights activists. 
In the last year, POX broad- 
casted an episode of "The 
Simpsons," featuring gay mar- 
riage and England announced 
earlier this year the passage of a 
bill granting same-sex couples 
(lie tight to form legally binding 
partnerships. Feb. 13 marked 
the one-year anniversary of gay 
marriages in San Francisco. 
But just as America was the 
last developed country to end 
slavery and remains one of the 
last with the death penalty, it 
appears we will also be the last 
to recognize gay rights. 
As I watch the same-sex mar- 
riage debate rage on countless 
fronts, my mind keeps wander- 
ing back to God. I imagine he's 
probably pretty upset about 
when- this issue has taken us. 
Opponents of same-sex mar- 
riage typically have one primary 
objection to granting gay men 
and lesbian Women a right that 
every heterosexual person has, 
claiming "marriage" is a reli- 
gious institution. They believe 
that, based on the Bible, God is 
against homosexuality. 
Thereareplentyof religious or 
spiritual homosexuals, and what 
I have trouble comprehending is 
how any religion would so will- 
ingly lock out an entire sect of its 
members. I always saw religions 
as welcoming nurturing institu- 
tions. We were supposed to look 
to our places of worship as sanc- 
tuaries, to our clergy as beacons. 
And that's there, as long as 
you're not gay. 
Politicians have turned reli- 
gion into a weapon. Opponents 
of same-sex marriage use their 
self-assigned. God-given right to 
bring legitimacy to discriminat- 
ing against those who do not 
meet a rigid definition of who is 
truly worthy of God's blessing 
Whether or not a particular 
religion chooses to bless mar- 
riage between members of the 
same sex should be up to the 
leaders of that religion. The state, 
however, has a greater responsi- 
bility to all citizens and it cannot 
deny rights to a group of people 
based on such trivial distinctions 
as race, religion or sexual 
orientation. 
lust as it is no longer legal to 
prohibit interracial marriage, 
it should be illegal to ban gay 
unions. Everybody should be 
allowed to have a civil ceremony 
regardless of sexuality. We can 
call all vows exchanged before a 
religious leader "marriages" and 
those recited before a justice of 
the peace "civil unions." 
Opinion Editor 
The argument in the 1950s 
and 60s for racial segregation 
was based on tradition. Alabama 
( kivemor George Wallace 
proudly displayed, "Segregation 
yesterday. Segregation today. 
Segregation forever!" lust 
because it was socially accept- 
able to discriminate against 
blacks in the past gave much of 
the nation the regressive idea 
that things should slay that way. 
Obviously, as we can see today, 
the rest of the nation saw the 
error in thai — so why is there 
so much angst in giving equality 
to gays? 
Ignorance takes its toll nation- 
wide, and unless we as a nation 
can unite and step up, history 
will repeat itself. Although a con- 
stitutional amendment to ban 
same-sex marriage was voled 
down in the House last fall, there 
was still bitter resentment from 
some congressmen. 
As Rep. Roscoe Bartlett (R- 
MD) eloquently put it, "God 
created Adam and Eve. He didn't 
create Adam and Sieve." 
Classy. 
As for society, I can't see how 
same-sex unions can be any 
more harmful than the rising 
divorce rate, which is making a 
mockery of marriage. 
I hate to break it to you kids, 
but the sacred institution of 
marriage has been in trouble for 
a good while now. and gays have 
had little, if nothing to do with 
its decline. Heterosexuals have 
done a bang-up job of trashing 
marriage all by themselves. 
American society is no lon- 
ger structured around healthy 
marriages and nuclear families. 
In fact, some historians argue 
that the traditional "Leave it lo 
Beaver" family never existed. 
If anything homosexual 
marriages may provide troubled 
heterosexual couples with a 
solid example of the virtues that 
make up a good marriage in the 
first place. 
If those opposed to the same- 
sex marriage campaign spent 
more time building bridges and 
less time building walls, we'd all 
be able to live more harmonious 
lives, within our marriages and 
within society as a whole. 
I'm not a Biblical scholar, but 
this seems to be a little closer to 
what God wants us lo da 
Send comments to Chelsea at 
chetsb@bgnet. bgsu.edu. 
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The BG News Submission Policy 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be fewer 
than 300 words. These are usually 
in response to a current Issue on the 
University's campus or the Bowling 
Green area. 
SUEST COLUMNS arc longer pieces 
between 600 and 800 woius. These 
are usually also in response lo a cur- 
rent issue on the University's campus 
or the Bowling Green area. 
POLICIES 
Letters to the Editor and Guest 
Columns arc printed as spaa.' on the 
Opinion Page permits. Additional 
Letters lo the Editor or Guest 
Columns may be published online. 
Name, year and phone number 
should be inducted for verification 
purposes. Personal attacks, unverified 
information or aronymous submis- 
sions will not he printed. 
E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an attach- 
ment to thenews@bgnews.com 
with the subject line marked "Letter 
to the Editor^ or "Guest Cohimn."On!y 
e-mailed letters and columns will be 
considered for printing. All letters are 
subject to review for length and clarity 
before printing. 
t Ipinion columns do not necessarily 
reflect the views of The BG News. 
BGSPORTS 
B R I E F I N 
Falcons ready for 
annual spring game 
The Bowling Green f 
team will be in action 
row. but the game wo| 
in the standings.        M 
The Falcons will pn 
annual   Orange  and 
game tomorrow at Doyt L Perry 
Stadium. Starting time for the 
game will be noon. 
This will be fans first chance 
to see who has the inside track 
to replace BG greats Scott 
Mniczkowski and Cole Magner 
and get tc see current BG 
greats Chuck Sharon and Omar 
Jacobs. Admission is free. 
TENNIS 




By Joe Watts 
SPORTS REPORTER 
The Bowling Green tennis 
team returns to the road after 
five straight home matches this 
weekend with critical matches 
against Western Michigan and 
Northern Illinois. 
BG (11-6, 3-2) is currently tied 
for fourth in the MAC with Miami 
and Bali State. 
The Falcons are looking for- 
ward to traveling once again after 
the long homestand. 
"I think we are excited to 
rekindle the camaraderie we 
have when we are on the road," 
said BG head coach Penny I X'an. 
BG won three out of their five 
MAC matches at home to start 
the season and mil be put to the 
test this weekend by two tough 
conference foes. 
First up for the Falcons is 
Western Michigan (14-5, 5-0), 
who is currently ranked 53rd in 
the nation in the latest ITA rank- 
ings and have yet to lose a MAC 
match, which includes snapping 
Marshall's 34-match conference 
winning streak. 
The Broncos are riding a 
six-match winning streak coming 
into this weekend's tilt with the 
Falcons and blanked the Falcons 
in BG last year, 7-0. 
WMU is led by its top flight 
doubles tandem of senior 
Maelynn Bernosky and junior 
MaJena Remynse who have yet 
to lose in MAC play. The Broncos 
also have sophomore Carrie 
Jeanmaire at No. 3 singles who 
was 2nd team All-MAC a season 
ago as a freshman. 
"WMU is going to be very 
challenging," Dean said. "We can 
play with them but we have to 
have a good mindset." 
In addition to the tough 
Broncos, BG also has to face 
Northern Illinois on Saturday. 
The Huskies (5-7, 1-4), who 
also blanked the Falcons in BG 
last year, 7-0, are currently in 
eighth place in the MAC. 
Even though NIU is struggling 
a bit, Dean feels that this is a very 
important match for the Falcons. 
"This is going to be one of 
the biggest MAC matches of the 
TENNIS, PAGE 6 





BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
WOMEN'S GOLF 
One last chance to get ready 
By Jessica Amelinj 
SPORIS REPORTER 
This weekend, the BowlingGreen 
women golfers will have one lasl 
chance to perfect their games 
before the MAC Championships. 
Saturday and Sunday, BG will 
travel to Columbus to compete 
in the Lady Buckeye Spring 
Invitational. 
The fierce competition will 
include lOth-ranked Ohio State 
and four other schools ranked in 
the top 50 in the country. 
MAC foes Eastern Michigan, 
Kent State, Marshall, Ohio, 
Toledo and Western Michigan 
will also be in attendance at the 
15-team match this weekend. 
Head coach Kurt Thomas 
believes this high caliber match 
will be a good warm-up for the 
league championship. 
"This week will be a very good 
test with the competition from 
the Big Ten and MAC," Thomas 
said. "We are looking to improve 
our overall finish this week and 
use this tournament and golf 
course as a springboard leading 
into the MAC tournament." 
BG recorded a ninth place fin- 
ish at 'their last match, the Illini 
Spring Classic, with a 672 team 
score on 36 holes. Freshman 
lessica McCann led the way with 
a 16th place finish, shooting a 
160 (81-79). Sophomore Kari 
Liggett added a 26Ui place finish 
with a score of 164 (82-82). 
The highlight of this spring 
season for the ()range and Brown 
was a seventh place finish at the 
Springlakv Intercollegiate where 
the team shot a 635. McCann 
also led the team at this match, 
tying for ninth with a two-round 
score of 154 (77-77). 
The golfers who will compete 
this weekend are McCann, fel- 
low freshman Carley I Inisovsky, 
ljggetl,   senior   Karen   Binzcl, 
freshman Amanda Bader and 
junior Amanda Schroeder. 
"This was a good week of 
practice for us," Thomas said. 
"The weather was tough, but the 
team worked very hard and is 
ready for the weekend." 
The Lady Buckeye Spring 
Invitational, celebrating its 25th 
anniversary this year, will begin 
at 8:30 a.m. on Saturday morn- 
ing on the par 72 OSW Scarlet 
Course in Columbus. Ohio. 
SOFTBALL 
BG set to get back on a roll 
By Elliott Schreiner 
SPORTS EDITOR 
Hie Howling Green rolled to 
a win over Akron in the first 
game of their double header 
yesterday 9-0, but Akron got the 
last laugh as they snapped the 
Falcons' seven-game winning 
streak with a 3-0 win to cap off 
the day. 
The fact the Falcons' (20-21, 
6-5) win streak was snapped 
was not surprising, but the way 
they lost is what was surprising. 
In the first game, they tagged 
the Zips' (19-17, 3-9) Tina 
McCauley for seven runs in her 
5.2 innings of work en route 
to a mercy rule six-inning vic- 
tory. But in the second game, 
McCauley came back and threw 
seven innings of three hit ball. 
"She threw unbelievably well 
in the second game," BG head 
coach Leigh Ross-Shaw said. 
"That's not to say we didn't hit 
her, we just didn't get the timely 
hits we got in the first game." 
Game one was all Falcons all 
the way. BG struck in the first 
two innings with four nms. then 
capped the game off with a five 
run sixth inning. That coupled 
with Iiz Vrabel's six-hit shutout 
was far too much for .Moon to 
handle. 
But the Zips were able to get 
the best of BG in the night cap. 
The game started out as a 
pitcher's duel between BG 
freshman Emily Gouge and 
McCauley, but ended with the 
Zips picking up some timely 
hits late in the game and taking 
home the 3-0 win. 
"We can't let the second game 
let us back." Ross-Shaw said. 
"We have to learn from it. We've 
used the last week to build con- 
Ashley rliirrti BGNem 
GET STRETCHED: Bowling Green's Ktislen Anderson stretches between pitches in a March 30 game 
against Michigan at the BGSU Softball Field. BG is looking to get their bats going down the stretch. 
fidence and we can't let the last 
game shatter us." 
Aside from the Falcons' win 
streak getting snapped, one of 
Gina Rango's hit streaks was 
snapped as well. Rango had 
reached base 13 consecutive 
times before a fourth inning 
pop out in the second game. 
But still intact is her 18 game 
hitting Btnak, a BG record in 
the nine years that slat has been 
recorded. 
Rango has been a model of 
consistency in the midst of a 
season in which hitting has been 
inconsistent for die Falcons. 
"Hitting has been the 
question," Ross-Shaw said. 
"But now we're starting to get 
warmed and we're getting our 
confidence. And, you know, 
Gina Rango has been such a 
good leader this season." 
Surprisingly enough, Ross- 
Shaw feels BG's pitching is The 
reason iheii hitting should be 
stronger. The Falcons lead the 
MAC with a 2.22 E.RA but are 
eighth in the conference with a 
.236 batting average. 
"We've got the best pitching 
staff in the MAC and we've seen 
our pitchers all offseason," she 
said. "So it makes me won- 
der, why haven't we hit these 
pitchers? Because I feel like 
we've seen this all offseason." 
The Falcons, with a mix of 
solid pitching and hitting, will 
have a chance to make a move 
in the conference this week- 
end against Eastern Michigan 
The Falcons and Eagles are in a 
three-way tie for second place 
in the MAC West and a good 
weekend could leave the 
Falcons alone in that position. 
"Eastern is more solid than 
they've been in the past," Ross- 
Shaw said. "They're going to 
give you a good game. 
"But, we're at home and we 
have better pitching. The 
question is are we going to 
swing the bats or not?" 
The weekend will kick off 
with a double header starting 




to run in 
states capital 
tomorrow 
Falcons are set for a 
showing at the Lady 
Buckeye Spring Invite. 
By Danielle Tanner 
SPORTS REPORIER 
The Howling Green women's 
track and field team is back in 
action this weekend as they 
begin competition in the All-Ohio 
Championships in Columbus, 
Ohio. After placing fifth in last 
weeks Miami Invile, the Falcons 
will once again battle several 
Mid-American Conference 
schools as they pursue a Victory 
"I expect our kids to compete 
as hard as they can." head coach 
Scott Sehmann said. "We're 
just really Hying to focus on 
getting better individually and as 
a Team." 
With several other MACschools 
competing in the meet, Sehmann 
expects to face a tough field. 
"It will be very competitive, 
probably the most competitive 
meet we've competed in this 
season," he said. 
MAC contender Akron will 
be one of die MAC schools at 
die meet. The Zips last com- 
peted in the Texas Relays in 
Austin. Standout distance run- 
ner Bcata H in 1/11 iska was a strong 
performer for die Zips, taking 
fourth in the 1500 meter run. 
While the Zips may challenge 
the distance runners, Miami will 
once again be a team to beat. 
The  Hedhawks had a strong 
TRACK, PAGE 6 
BASEBALL 
Falcons looking to recover from Notre 
Dame loss and get bats working again 
NO SMALL BALL HERE: BG 
for MAC Player of the Year 
BB Urns Fife PHoto 
junior Nolan Reimold swings for the fences on May 12,2004. Reimold is a candidate 
this season and is hitting .327 with 12 homeruns and 39 runs batted in. 
ByMamHritzak 
SPORTS REPORIER 
No matter how much die Falcons 
'bats have slowed down of late, 
the baseball season presents 
enough games and action to step 
out of their slump at any time. 
After falling 14-2 at Notre Dame 
on Tuesday, diis weekend's three- 
game series at Mid-American 
Conference rival Northern Illinois 
may be just what the lineup is 
looking for. 
NIU's pitching staff has strug- 
gled all season, which has been 
a key component in their rather 
pathetic 8-20 start to the year, 
including 0-6 in MAC play. 
The team has posted a 6.26 
earned run average to this point, 
and has allowed opponents to 
hit a staggering .337 against the 
Huskies arms. NIU, who has 
lost four straight games and is 
coming off an 8-7 loss at Iowa 
Wednesday, has not found a con- 
sistent pitcher to go to in virtually 
any part of die game. 
Starter Nick I lall has logged a 
team-high 42 innings pitched, yet 
his 6.21 ERA and 59 hits allowed 
are hardly die kind of numbers 
that follow the ace of the staff. 
The recent inconsistency at 
the plate for BG has not been 
a reoccurring problem as the 
Falcons are still hitting .303 as a 
team, which has guided BG to a 
20-9 record and 5-4 in die MAC. 
It has only served as a gleaming 
problem in their recent five-game 
stretch that has seen BG drop 
three after coming off a six-game 
winning streak to catapult them 
toward the top of the MAC. 
The Falcons have scored just 
six runs in its last three games, 
two of which were losses. 
However, there is little reason 
to panic due to die middle of the 
lineup, which can strike quickly 
and has been consistent for most 
of the year. 
Nolan Reimold is a candidate 
for MAC Player of the Year as he 
is hitting .327 with a team-high 
12 homeruns and 39 RBIs. First 
baseman Andy I ludak has served 
as the most steady and clutch bat 
for die Falcons, hitting .375 with 
four homers and 30 RBIs. losh 
Stewart has also put together a 
breakout year swinging the bat 
with a .344 batting average, four 
homeruns and 21 RBIs. 
The Falcons, whose pitching 
staff has been up and down for 
most of the year, will send out 
left-hander Alan Brech to pitch 
Friday's game. Brech has put 
together a solid year and has 
a team-best ERA of 2.34 to go 
along with a 4-1 record. 
On Saturday, lefty Keith 
Iaughlin (2-2, 4.70, 25 K's) will 
take the hill for BG. Sunday's 
starter is to be determined. 
Friday's game will begin at 
3 p.m., and both Saturday and 
Sunday's game will start at 1 
p.m. 
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Carter set for cold welcome 
By Chris Sheridan 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Vince Carter is reluming to 
Toronto for the first time since 
being traded, and the reception 
he'll receive tonight should be as 
icy as wintertime in Winnipeg. 
"They're probably going lo let 
him have it." former teammale 
lalen Rose predicted. 
Nearly four months have gone 
by since the Raptors dealt their 
disgruntled superstar lo the New 
Jersey Nels. but (he passing of 
time has done little to mend the 
hurt feelings in a country whose 
average fan isn't quite the same 
as his basketball-loving brethren 
south of the border. 
"Canadians lend lo be a lit- 
tle more personal about iheir 
sports. We don'l get attached to 
franchises or programs Ihe way 
they do in the states, it's more 
of a personal thins," Raptors 
broadcaster Nomia Wick said. 
"We fall in love with the 
person, and Vince was some- 
one who was easy to love — 
especially when the learn was 
doing well. But then when he 
began lo shrink, from the court 
and from the fans, then ulti- 
mately rejected them, thai was 
painful. And what you'll see on 
his return will be the remnants 
of all those feelings." 
Not all that long ago. Toronto 
and Canada had a love affair 
with Carter, a combination of 
adoration and infatuation that 
gave the American the sense he 
had almost been adopted as an 
honorary Canadian. 
"Yeah, 1 did see thai, and it's 
nol like you're becoming a new 
member of a fraternity," Carter 
said. "They're considering you 
an honorary citizen, so it was 
different, bul it was pretty mat" 
Carter spent the first six-plus 
seasons of his NBA career as the 
face of the Raptors, a franchise 
whose rise climaxed one basket 
short of the Eastern Conference 
finals in 2001 and whose sub- 
sequent fall ultimately led to 
(Outer's departure — a divorce 
that left a sour aftenasle in 
the mouths of those who had 
cheered the player nicknamed 
"Air Canada." 
The end of lhal era came 
quickly, Carter's physical break- 
downs and mental disengage- 
ment sending the franchise into 
a downward spiral that culmi- 
nated in his exile to New Jersey. 
Tonight is the first chance for 
the fans Carter left behind lo 
make their feelings known. 
"St. Augustine used to say all 
hatred is disordered love, and 
what you're going to see from 
Raptors fans is really a response 
lo a broken heart." said Wick, 
a Canadian citizen. "I think 
Vince Carter leaving — and by 
not being the Vince everyone 
believed he could be before he 
left — was heartbreaking 
"And then his admission that 
he didn'l always try hard was a 
real slap in the face," said Wick, 
a reference to Carter's acknowl- 
edgment dial he didn't always 
push himself as hard as he could 
in Toronto. 
Making Ihe breakup harder 
for Raptors fans lo come to grips 
with, Carter has experienced a 
resurgence with the Nets, scor- 
ing 30 or more points 21 times, 
20 or more 45 times (in 53 
games) — and earning Player 
of the Week honors last week 
after averaging 34.7 points as the 
Nets went 3-0 lo slay alive in the 
playoff race. 
Wednesday night's loss to 
Indiana left New lersey 1 1/2 
games behind Philadelphia for 
Ihe East's final playoff spot. 
The timer Era was a time 
when he captured the imagina- 
tion of sports fans in hockey's 
homeland, warming them to 
basketball while becoming one 
cil the most popular players in 
the sport — a perennial All- 
Star who garnered more votes 
in fan balloting than anyone in 
the NBA, at least until Yao Ming 
came along 
Carter's absence from 39 
games in 2002-03 and nine more 
games last season helped con- 
tribute to the Raptors' demise, 
though the team continues to 
draw well and many of its games 
are televised nationwide. 
On the Raptors' official Web 
site, a chat board entry from a 
fan  posting as "Tech-Tonic" 
Bill Koilroun AP Pinto 
BOOOOO: Nets' forward Vince Carter drives past Ricky Davis during 
a 99-86 New Jersey win April 9. Carter will make his return to Toronto 
lonighl in front of what should be a hostile crowd. 
seemed to sum up the general 
post-Carter mood. 
"Thank you, Vince, for mak- 
ing Toronto the laughingstock 
of the NBA. Thanks for thinking 
you own ihe place and trying 
lo make your mom seem like 
she has a clue, and thanks for 
demanding a trade and thanks 
for slacking it (its not acceptable 
at all), and thanks for falling on 
the floor and crying ... over and 
over and over again." 
Carter has often struggled in 
front of hostile crowds and in 
big games, and his challenge 
tonight will be to try lo find 
a way to ignore nearly 20,000 
angry voices. 
Teammate Jason Kidd has 
experienced playing in front 
of a combative crowd, having 
endured taunts and worse when 
he returned to Phoenix for the 
first time after the Suns traded 
him to New Jersey. 
"You start to sec the faces 
of your ex-teammates, and 
remembering all the memo- 
ries you've had," Kidd said. "It's 
a matter of keeping your emo- 
tions in check, bul dial's (easier) 
said than done." 
Rummaging though his duf- 
fel bag earlier this week, Carter 
came across a wad of $400 in 
Canadian currency that he never 
exchanged after being traded. 
The money was a reminder of 
the place he left behind, a coun- 
try Carter grew to enjoy. 
Asked if he had any message 
lo send lo former fans, Carter 
stumbled to choose his words. 
"I don't know what to tell them. 
I still have ties with Toronto and 
Canada, I still have friends there 
that 1 talk to frequenUy," Carter 
said. "It's not like I hatedToronto. 
I loved Toronto, but it was just 
one of those things where it was 
time.'' 
Steroids not hurting 
baseball card sales 
By John Seewer 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Sellers of baseball cards and auto- 
graphs say the sport's steroids 
scandal hasn't hurl the muliiniil 
lion dollar memorabilia market 
because collecors still focus on 
hits and home runs. 
Yet there is concern among 
both groups about what the 
future holds. 
"People collect their heroes," 
said Kevin Savage, one of the 
nation's biggest card dealers. "It 
will be interesting to see down 
road if they're still going to be 
their heroes." 
Those who track prices inside 
the industry say sales have 
remained steady in the month 
since Congress held hearings on 
steroids in baseball — even for 
stars such as Mark McGwire and 
Barry Bonds who have been at 
the center of the issue 
"It comes down to the on-field 
performance," said Rich Klein, 
a price guide analyst for Beckett 
magazine, considered by many 
collectors and dealers to be the 
official source of baseball card 
values. 
Bonds' baseball cards have 
held their value because "he had 
another great year," Klein said. 
Mark McGwire's cards have 
slipped in recent years not 
because of steroids but because 
he has become an "out of sight, 
out of mind player" since his 
2001 retirement, Klein said. 
The former St. Louis slugger 
refused to answer whether he 
used illegal steroids during the 
congressional hearing that has 
centered the public's attention on 
steroids in baseball. 
Estimates vary on how much is 
spent on baseball memorabilia. 
Beckett's marketing research 
group surveyed dealers and 
hobby experts three years ago and 
estimated that wholesale sales of 
new sports cards totaled $350 
million to 400 million a year. 
But that doesn't include sales 
of older cards al trade shows and 
hobby shows or sales of auto- 
graphs and game-used jerseys 
and bats. 
The steroid issue also didn'l 
stop the Topps Co from sign- 
ing Bonds to a two-year deal last 
December thai gave the compa- 
ny exclusive rights to his trading 
cards 
Savage, who sells mosdy 
vintage cards and collectibles 
through auctions and the Internet 
from his business in Maumee in 
northwest Ohio, said he's been a 
little surprised there hasn't been 
more fallout. 
it's hard to figure why people 
collect what they do," he said. 
Randall Halin, who has filled 
his house in Horsham, Pa„ with 
McGwire collectibles includ- 
ing jerseys and home run balls, 
said he's been watching prices 
online and has not spotted any 
downward trends 
"People aren't going lo unload 
their stuff because it was still 
exciting to watch him," he said. 
"Prices are not any bit lower." 
Plus, he said, "people who 
follow baseball know steroids 
were there." 
Rick Fondrick. who sells sports 
cards at a flea market near St. 
Louis, said he still has no trouble 
selling McGwire items But nearly 
all of his customers ask if the 
value of the slugger's rookie card 
will fall. 
"It just depends on what the 
fans think." hesaid. "If they decide 
they don'l like this, die prices are 
going lo drop like a brick." 
John Bloom, author of the book 
"House of Cards "about baseball 
card collecting, said the hobby 
and die sport have survived a 
number of crises over the years. 
"Baseball has never been 
innocent," said Bloom, a his- 
tory professor at Shippensburg 
University in Pennsylvania. "It 
isn't always dependent on the 
player being a nice guy or an 
admirable person." 
He said he wouldn't be sur- 
prised if the steroid scandal pro- 
vided an intrigue that could make 
some cards more collectible. 
"People really involved in 
sports collecting are hard core 
fans anyway," he said. They have 
so much invested in it. They're 
not going to give it up and throw 
it out the window." 
Western provides 
BG with challenge 
TENNIS, FROM PAGE 5 
season for us." 
"We have a good 
move up in the stand- 
ings." 
BG will By lo do 
so against a relatively 
experienced NIU 
squad with three 
seniors on the roster. 
Cassie Drake is the 
lop singles player for 
the Huskies at the 
lop flight. Ivonne 
Andrade and Daniela 
Martinez complete 
the senior class at 
second and fourth 
flight singles. 
This weekend 






We can beat 
them, but 
we have to 




marks the return of freshman 
lenna Nussbaum, who has been 
out with a back injury, to the 
Ealcons' lineup. 
In another person- 
nel move, sopho- 
more Erica Wolfe 
will be filling in for 
junior Andrea Meisler 
against WMU as 
Meisler fulfills her 
student-teaching 
commitments. 
BG faces WMU 
Friday in Kalamazoo, 
Mich, and then head 
over lo DeKalb, 111. to 
take on NIU Sanirday. 
Both matches are 
scheduled for 1 p.m. 
BG gets small 
dose of 1-75 battle 
TRACK. FROM PAGE 5 
performance all around last 
weekend, placing second 
on ilieir home track in lasl 
weekend's invite. 
Anomer returning MAC; 
squad from last weekend's 
invite will be Ohio University, 
who placed seventh with 
three first place finishes 
Falcons' rival Toledo will 
be another MAC school 
competing in today's meet. 
The Rockets are coming 
off of a third place finish 
behind Central and Western 
Michigan in lasl weekend's 
Central Michigan triangular 
meet. The Rocket's strongest 
. Grab your friends and 
Sign a Lease! 
Three Bedroom Apartmente/Puptaes & Houses 
All zoned for three unrelated 
534 S. COLLEGE ST #A: Unfurn. duplex 
5915/mo. for a 12 mo. lease 
318'" N.MAIN ST: Upper duplex 
Non-smoking. S650/mo.fora 12 mo. lease 
111 OAK: Non-smoking duplex 
$785/mo.fora 12 mo. lease 
131 BALDWIN: House 
5975/mo.foral2mo.lease 
734 ELM S1:V bath house 
$775/mo. for a 12 mo. lease 
937 SCOn HAMILTON: 1"' bath house 
$1195/mo. + iitil. 
81S SECOND ST: Unfurn. house 
5690/mo. foi a 12 mo. lease. 
Stop by or call us at (419) 352 5620 
332 S. Main 
Bowling Green 
138 BUTTON WOOD: House. 5865/mo. + util, 
324 C10UGH ST: House. S825/mo. + util. 
S33 CONNEAUT: Lowet duplex. $660/mo. + util. 
1008 KLOTZ RD: Townhouse. $715/mo. + util. 
210 LIBERTY: Four bedrm. apt. $775/mo. + util. 
175"5 N. MAIN ST #B: Apattment. S630/mo. + electric. 
136 PEARL ST: Lowet duplex. $610/mo. + util. 
906 N. PROSPECT: House. $965/mo. + util. 
319 E. REED: House. 5890/mo. + util. 
602 WALLACE: House. $850/mo. + util. 
211 E. WALNUT ST., PORTAGE: House. 5670/mo. + util. 
1372 E.W00STER: House. $1000/mo.+ util. 
NEWI<>Vli 
performance was a second 
place finish by Judy Kocsis in 
the 3,000 meters 
The Falcons, who will be 
back to full strength this 
weekend after missing some 
team members for disciplin- 
ary reasons hope to continue 
to have strong performances 
throughout the weekend. 
"We had good chemistry 
working llast] Saturday. We're 
shooting to get as high a 
ranking as possible," 
Sehmann said. 
The events are set to begin 
today at 3 p.m. at Ohio State's 
lesse Owens Memorial 
Stadium and continue on 
through tomorrow. 
Cavaliers get boost from 
return of All-Star center 
1H1 ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Cavs All-Star center Zydrunas 
llgauskas relumed to the start- 
ing lineup for last night's game 
against the New York Knicks 
after missing four games with a 
dislocated right ring finger. 
"We're running out of time and 
1 need to get out there," llgauskas 
said. 
The Cavs have five games left 
in their push to make theplayoffs 
for the first time since 1998. 
The club went 2-2 without 
llgauskas, who is averaging 17.2 
points and 8.7 rebounds While 
he was out, Robert Traylor started 
and averaged 9.5 points and 4.8 
rebounds. 
llgauskas is playing with a 
plastic splint on his finger, which 
he dislocated three times in a 
two-week span. He tore a tendon 
away from the bone in the fin- 
ger, which prevented him from 
practicing until Wednesday. 
Tony Oelak AP Photo 
RETURN OF THE LITH Cavs 
center Zydrunas llgauskas makes 
a move against the Nets in 
Cleveland on April 5. 
Hillsdale 








• 1 BDRM: Starting 
at $395 Mo. plus 
utilities 
• IN THE 2 BDRM: 
• Washer & Dryer 
Hookups 
• 1 & 1/2 BATHS 
Checkout our websltt it: 
WWW.UECCABG.COM or 









Can have up to 
6 People 
Management Inc. 
BGSU BUS SHUTTLE SERVICE 
HEAD THE PITCH: 
Jimmy Fallon and Drew 
Barrymore star as a 
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get a 
life 
calendar of events 
FRIDAY 








Bigfoot and the Fully Automatics 
Howard's Club H 
10 p.m. 
First of Nothing 
Ryan Smith 
Katie Stanko 
Easy Street Cate 
10 p.m. 
La Revancha 
Nate & Wally's Fishbowl 
SATURDAY 
10 p.m. 
Gimme Shelter Benefit 
Howard's Club H 
10 p.m. 
Heartbreakers 
Easy Street Cafe 
10 p.m. 
Jaywalking 









Nate & Wally's Fishbowl 
10 p.m. 
Euchre Night 






Short Stories with Tragic Endings 
The Drama Summer 
Promise Me Scarlet 
Howard's Club H 
10 p.m. 
Comedy Night 
Easy Street Cafe 
10 p.m. 
Karoake Night 




Howard's Club H 
Free Game Night 
Easy Street Cafe 
THURSDAY 
10 p.m. 
DJ Diamond D Lee 
DJ Abyss 
Nate & Wally's Fishbowl 
10 p.m. 
Open Mic Night l 
Great Klyma 
Easy Street Cafe 
Dragon exhibit opens at Zoo 
By Julie Restivo 
PULSE     REPORTER 
Ordinarily, the low hilly island of 
Komodo can only be reached by 
boat. Unless you have permis- 
sion to fly there in a helicopter 
and use the landing pad, it is 
only used for President Suharto 
of the Republic of Indonesia. 
The island west of Floers, east of 
Sumbawa and north of Sumba 
will remain a mystery. 
In attempts to prevent 
Komodo from being a mere 
abstraction, the Toledo Zoo 
has brought to the park an 
important feature from the 
island: a Komodo dragon. 
The Komodo dragon's pow- 
erful claws and long-forked 
tongues are impressive and add 
to the excitement that these are 
the largest lizards in the worid. 
And their deadly saliva adds to 
the fear that they are the only liz- 
ard known to prey upon people. 
The arrival of Danta. the 140 
pound, 6 foot male Komodo 
dragon is pan of the celebration    and public relations for the 
of the Zoo's new Dragon exhibit 
opening today. 
Dragons, located in the Zoo's 
Museum of Science, explores 
both the myths and realities of 
dragons — all dragons, not just 
Komodos 
Other scaly features of the 
exhibit are the bearded drag- 
ons from central and southern 
Australia, the frilled dragon from 
northern Australia and the water 
dragon from southeast Asia. 
Visitors will learn about 
dragon physiology, taxonomy, 
courtship and life cyde. 
There is more than science 
involved in the dragon exhibit. 
The exhibit will also provide 
fascinating facts about mytho- 
logical dragons, a princess 
storyteller and fun props. 
"Dragons have been writ- 
ten about and talked about all 
over the world and in various 
cultures," said Andi Norman, 
assistant director of marketing 
Toledo Zoo. 
The journey to Komodo is 
difficult if not near impossible 
and to some, crossing the rough 
waters of the Maumee river 
may be a challenge as well. 
fortunately, room 111 in the 
Life Science Building has many 
sizes of bearded dragons, frilled 
dragons and rankin dragons on 
display and ready to be picked 
up from their cages and held. 
Unlike the Zoo's Komodo 
dragon, which is tightly secured 
to prevent any harmful or fatal 
human contact, the smaller 
dragons are friendly. 
"1 would rather have a kid 
hold a bearded dragon than a 
hamster. They love to be held, 
and they love attention," said 
Kay Edwards, herpetology lab 
volunteer. 
Come and give the drag- 
ons on display at the Toledo 
Zoo some attention anytime 
between 10 a.m. to 4 pm. 
lit Liwczynjlii Toledo to 
NEW EXHIBIT: Komodo dragons are the new attraction at the Toledo Zoo. 
These dangerous dragons only live on the Island of Komodo. 
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New Farrelley Bros flick delivers warmth, laughs 
By Michael Siebenaler 
PUISE RIPORUR 
Grade: B 
Drew Barrymorc and 
limmy Fallun star in the 
Miipiisingly genuine romantic 
comedy TPBVer Pilch,'' set in 
Boston, Mass. 
lallon plays Hen, a fun-loving 
math teacher who lakes his dan 
on a career field trip and meets 
I jndsey, played by Barrymorc. 
Ben W008 sweet Lindsev with 
caring actions and constant 
jokes, including some great ones 
reflecting Karrymore's real-life 
persona. "Anything I say alHiut 
you would be an understate- 
menl." Ben says to I jndsey. 
Their relationship begins 
almost immediately as the 
supporting characters interact 
with the leads then easily lade 
into the background. None 
of the supporting characters 
are particularly memorable, 
which keeps your focus on the 
well-documented romance. 
The plot also provides some 
childhood background about 
Ben, a likeable, |>eople-person 
who lives and breathes Boston 
lied Sox baseball. Undse) 
devotBS a lot of work time into 
her burgeoning career. 
Ben and Undsey stniggle to 
ream their personal lives as they 
grow stronger asa couple, which 
sets up some real-life chal- 
lenges that connect well with 
audiences. 
The conflict comes when their 
lite obsessions clash as they try 
to accommodate each other. 
The plot progresses, well in 
a month-by-month timeline 
that coincides with Ben's hid- 
den passion — baseball and the 
Boston Red Sox. 
Undsey eventually complains 
how Ben is "lost in the game" 
with an apartment that looks 
like a Kctl Sox gift shop complete 
with Yankee toilet paper 
Ben sees lindsey's worka- 
holic schedule as mini' so< ially 
acceptable, but still an addic- 
tion that takes away from their 
quality time together 
Directors Peter and Bobby 
l'arrelly ("Dumb & Dumber," 
"Shallow Hal," "Stuck on You") 
create an amazing baseball 
atmosphere amid the romance 
The Parrcllys have matured 
past high levels of crude, gross 
comedy and increased their 
ftlmmaldng skills. They demon- 
strate solid character develop- 
ment and more focused stories. 
You really enjoy the sites, 
songs, sounds and people in the 
baseball environment, especial- 
ly lien's friends and surrogate 
family at the ballpark. 
The ballpark group, which 
includes a sponge salesman 
who has known Ben since 
childhood, provides important 
historical background about the 
Red Sox. 
filmmakers had two great 
source materials: Nick I lornby's 
autobiographical book of the 
same name about soccer, aJca. 
British football) and the real life 
cunts of Boston's World Series 
victory which were incorporat- 
ed during filming. 
The experienced scrcenwrit- 
ing team of Ixnvell Ganz and 
Babaloo Mandel add a lot of 
great comedic moments 
especially in the first half. 
Ibis romantic comedy is also 
a great case study of the sports 
Ian and how people obsess over 
their desire to be part of some- 
thing bigger than themselves. 
lever Pitch" should make 
steady money at the box office 
for several weeks at a similar 
pace as another Farrelly Brother 
movie. "There's Something 
About Mary." Rated PC-13 
for language, crude humor 
and sensuality. A must see for 
baseball fans. 
Darren Michaals AP Photo 
LETS PLAY BALL: Ben (Jimmy Fallon) and Lindsey (Drew Barrymore) meet and fall in love in this new baseball 
comedy, "Fever Pitch." The Boston Red Sox are Ben's favorite team. Lindsey juggles fun and work. 
University dancer to perform mixing dance with visual arts 
By Oave Herrera 
PUIS!   R E P0 Rl E R 
Look for two worids to collide 
in the spirit of experimenta- 
tion this weekend as senior art 
major. Alexa I. Rittichier pre- 
miers "Intertwined Mediums," a 
dance concert designed to merge 
(or, intertwine) the heretofore 
mutually exclusive fields of dance 
and visual arts. 
After spending her first two 
years of college in Mississippi, 
Rittichier came to BG planning 
to continue concentrating on 
her artwork, a passion rekindled 
after a visit to Pittsburgh's eclectic 
Mattress factor gallery as a high 
school senior, 
After becoming involved in the 
University's dance program as 
a minor, though, she started to 
question the seeming animosity 
between tin1 two disciplines. 
"I hadn't thought of it before, 
but I wanted to connect them," 
she said. She set out to "fill in 
the gaps between the program 
to get people thinking about that 
disconnect" 
Out of this came "Intertwined 
Mediums." Riltichier's four pieces 
are inspired attempts to translate 
her reactions to others' artwork 
into movement, and then that 
movement back into new art- 
work. "Sans," for example, was 
inspired by sculptor Eva Hesse 
and a recent experience inside a 
mausoleum. She brought these 
ideas to her dancers, who worked 
to take inspiration from "times 
of grief in their lives" and put 
that emotion into movement— 
artwork    is    then    interwoven 
Apartments for Rent! 
You Can Afford! 
EFFICIENCIES 
451 fHURSTIN - Across from Offenhauer. 
Furn. w/ full bath, stove & refrigerator. 
School Year - One Person Rate- S395 
One Year - One Person Rate - S360 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
517 REED STREET   AtThurslm. 
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bdrm. & One bath. 
School Year - One Person Rate $465 
One Year - One Person Rate - $390 
707-727 THIRD STREET- One Bedroom. 
Furn. or Unfurn.. One bath. 
School Year - One Person Rate- S395 
One Year - One Person Rate - S350 
825 THIRD STREET- Pels Allowed*. 
Furnished or Unfurnished, One bath. 
School Year - One Person Rate- S465 
One Year   One Person Rate - $410 
Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath. 
School Year - One Person Rate- S385 
One Year - One Person Rate - $350 
839 SEVENTH STREET 
Unfurnished, One bath. Dishwasher. 
School Year - One Person Rate- $455 
One Year - One Person Rate - $390 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
505CLOUGH   Behind Kinko's. 
Two Furn. or Unfurn., One bath & Vanity. 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520 
615 SECOND STREET   hm Bedroom. 
Furn. or Unfurn. One bath. 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520 
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
521 E. MERRY STREET 
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath. 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $675 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $560 
701 FOURTH STREET 
Furn. or Unfurn., Two bdrm. One bath 
w/Vanity in each bdrm. 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $630 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $540 
835 FOURTH STREET 
Furn, or Unfurn., Two Bedroom. 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $600 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $500 
840 850 SIXTH STREET 
Furn. or Unfurn., Two Full baths. 
School Year -Two Person Rate- $640 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530 
810 FIFTH.649 SIXTH & 707 SIXTH 
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity. 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $560 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $470 
818 SEVENTH & 831 SEVENTH 
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity. 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $545 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $470 
724 S.COLLEGE DRIVE 
Unfurnished, 1 72 baths. Dishwasher. 
School Year - Two Person Rate- $630 
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530 
PETS ALLOWED with $250 Nonrefundable 
pet deposit at these locations: 
403High,831 Seventh, 841 Eighth, 777 
Manville, 825 Third, 640 Eighth & 725 Ninth 
HOUSES ALSO AVAILABLE 
629 ELM STREET - 3 Bdrm. Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars. $880/mo. Deposit $880. 
Tenants pay utilities.Tenants have use of garage. Includes washer/dryer and A/C. 
Lease dates May 14,2005- May 6,2006. 
714 EIGHT »A   2 bdrm duplex. Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars. $680/mo. Deposit $680. 
Tenants pay utilities. Lease dates May 14,2005- May 6,2006 
710 ELM STREET   3 Bdrm. Limit 3 people. $740/mo. Deposit $740.Tenants pay 
utilities. Includes washer/dryer. Lease dates August 18,2005- August 5,2006. 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE. INC. 
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH (Located Across From Taco Bell) 
RENTAL OFFICE: 419 354 2260 
Hours - Monday to Friday 8:30 - 5:30 Saturday - 8:30  5:00 
throughout the piece to finish 
the product. 
Rittichier allows the 
relationship between move- 
ment and artwork to shift 
throughout die performance. At 
times, she allows the art to remain 
stationary throughout, having the 
dancers work their way around 
the pieces 
In others, dancers interact 
with the art and shift the balance 
of die stage entirely. One piece 
even features a single dancer 
using Riracluer's choreography 
to guide the painting of a new 
picture on the spot. 
Also featured in the show is 
senior dance major, Maria Pere/., 
who premiers one of her own 
choreographed pieces in 
"Mediums." The two have 
worked together in the past, 
and Rittichier was excited to add 
Perez's "very subde beauty" in a 
nature-inspired work to the per- 
formance. 
Rittichier has no false hopes 
regarding any potential respons- 
es to her creadon. 
"My work |is just] ideas," she 
says, "not necessarily an epiph- 
any." She simply wants her 
audiences to see the works as 
they arc — the bringing together 
of emotion through two separate, 
but cooperative, mediums. 
So, the larger inspiration 
of a piece like "Sans" doesn't 
change just because the danc- 
ers are combined with the 
sculptures on-stage. Rather, it 
becomes apparent that such a 
collaboration is both possible 
and constructive 
"Intertwined Mediums" will 
run tonight at 8 and Saturday at 
2:30 and 8 p.m. in the Whitney 
Dance Studio in room 222 North 
Eppler Complex. 
Tickets are S5 bursarable, 
and available only at the door, 
starting one hour before each 
performance. 
Did You Know? 
Ben and Jerry's send the waste from 
making ice cream to local pig farmers 
to use as feed. Pigs love the stuff, 
except for the flavor: Mint Oreo! 
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Find More Coupons      thctircmnn.com 
Corn Toss Tournament 
Friday April 22. 2005 
WIN YOUR VERY OWN SET!! 
FUN    -    FOOD -    PRIZES 
Sign Up at the Information Center in the 
Bowen-Thompson Student Union Today! 
/  STUDENT UNION *\ 
lor more inlormanon contact Dave Baztley @ (419) 372-4409 or Ilk the Information Center in the Union 
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Major films to debut during spring 
MOVIES. FROM PAGE 7 
entrusted lo a first time director 
because he apparently loved the 
books and had a unique vision. 
The cast is also sprinkled with 
unconventional and interesting 
choices. The hero, Arthur Dent, 
is played by "The Office" alum 
Martin Freeman and his side- 
kick, !<>rd Prefect is played by 
hip-hop star and "ChappeUe's 
Show" contributor Mos Def. ITie 
cast also includes Sam Rockwell 
("Confessions of a Dangerous 
Mind"), John Malkovich, Alan 
Rickman and Zooey Deschanel. 
(April29) 
Kingdom of Heaven 
The sand and sandals epic 
continues with "Kingdom 
of Heaven," an epic set in the 
Crusades about a young black- 
smith who becomes a knight 
to help fight the war. The film 
features emerging star Orlando 
Bloom as the young knight and 
I jam Neeson as his mentor. 
The genre has seemed 
stale since the breakout hit of 
"Gladiator" in 2000. "Troy" was 
tepidly received both critically 
and commercially in America 
and Oliver Stones "Alexander" 
was a flop of epic proportions. 
I lowever, if anyone can turn 
the fortunes films involving 
deserts, men in armor and CGI 
battles, it is Ridley Scott who has 
crossed from genre to genre and 
is on an incredible hot streak 
with "Gladiator." "Hannibal," 
"Matchstick Men" and "Black 
Hawk Down." (May 6) 
Star Wars Episode III: 
Revenge of the Slth 
Yes, the last two installments 
have been terrible bores. No, 
George Lucas couldn't write his 
way out of a paper bag. And 
yes, the only tiling more artificial 
than the acting has been the 
obviously digitized sets. But... 
well... this one is going to be 
rated PG-13. 
The buzz has been building 
about the supposed last install- 
ment in the Star Wars saga for 
months,  with  die-hard  fans 
already waiting in line for the 
film in California. Yes, they are 
waiting at the wrong theater, but 
they, and millions of their bath - 
ren, will flock to theaters once 
the film finally opens. 
This final chapter does seem 
to hold promise, as it seems to 
be darker and decidedly more 
adult than previous chapters. 
Young )edi. Anakin Skywalker 
(Hayden Christensenl is slowly 
losing way to the dart; side of 
the force while at the same time 
the Republic is losing the Clone 
Wars and the Empire is taking 
over. 
George Lucas has one more 
shot to prove that he could get 
it right, let us hope he takes 
advantage of it. (May 19) 
The Longest Yard 
Another big budget remake 
of a classic film is coming this 
Spring as Adam Sandier delivers 
"The Longest Yard." In the film, 
a prison football team takes on 
the prison guards. 
The film stars and is pro- 
duced by Sandier and directed 
by Peter Segal who previously 
directed him in "50 First Dates" 
and "Anger Management." 
The cast also includes Chris 
Rock, Michael Irvin, Nelly and 
Nicholas Turturro along with 
Burt Reynolds, who played the 
Sandier role in the original film. 
While it only looks like a typi- 
cal Adam Sandier movie, a typi- 
cal Adam Sandier movie usually 
means $130 million box office, 
which is probably all right by 
him. (May 27) 
Mr. And Mrs. Smith 
"Mr. and Mrs. Smith" is a 
high-concept action comedy 
starring Brad Pitt and Angelina 
lolic as a married couple who 
work, unbeknownst to the other 
as assassins. However, prob- 
lems arise when both are told 
their next assignments are each 
other. 
The film attempts to be a 
throwback to classic star-driven 
adventure films with plenty of 
action and witty banter. The 
film is in the expert hands of 
Doug Liman who first gained 
notoriety as the indie director of 
"Swingers" and "Go," and later 
went on to direct the hit Matt 
Damon spy thriller "The Bourne 
Identity." 
Both Pitt and lolie are attrac- 
tive and incredibly charismatic, 
the only question is whether 
they have the necessary charis- 
ma together to make this kind of 
film work, dune 10) 
Batman Begins 
Capitalizing on the X Men 
and Spidemian crazes Warner 
Brothers has decided to resur- 
rect the Batman franchise that 
had previously been killed off 
by loel Schumacher and his 
anatomically correct bat suit. 
They put their successful 
franchise in the hands of British 
director Christopher Nolan, 
who has more experience mak- 
ing moody dramas ("Memento," 
"Insomnia"! than comic book 
films. Nolan has promised to 
get back to the darker roots of 
the caped crusader and tell the 
story of the morally conflicted 
Brace Wayne. 
If moody was Nolan's goal 
then he chose the perfect star 
in Christian Bale of "American 
Psycho" fame. Rounding out the 
.ill-star cast is Michael Caine, 
I Jam Neeson, Morgan Freeman, 
Gary Oldman, Ken Watanabe 
and Katie Holmes, (lime 17) 
War of the Worlds 
Bridging the spring and sum- 
mer seasons is perhaps the 
biggestfilmoftheyear. Spielberg 
returns to summer popcorn 
sci-fi fun for the first time since 
"The Lost World: lurassic Park" 
in 1997. 
The remake of the classic film 
based on I l.Ci. Wells' novel tells 
the tale of the greatest war on 
Earth between man and aliens 
and the people caught in the 
middle, mainly Ray Ferrier 
(Tom Cruisel and his children, 
including one played by Dakota 
Fanning. The film promises a 
lot of amazing special effects 
and amazing action sequences 
intertwined with a compelling 
family drama like only Spielberg 
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RECORDS • TAPES 
COMPACT DISCS • DVD'S 
SINCE 1971 
"YOUR MUSIC LIBRARY" 
NOW IN STOCK! ON SALE! 
M STOTCS ATML191 
OPEN 7 DAYS 
MON-THURS 
9AM TO 10PM 
FRI * SAT 
9AM TO MIDNIGHT 
SUNDAY MOVIE DVD'S 
11AM TO 7PM    DEEP CATALOGUE 
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WE 
BUY AND SELL 
USED 
CD'S AND DVDS 
MUSIC DVD'S NEW RELEASES 
IMPORTS • POP ROCK • R*B • RAP 
JAZZ • BLUES • FOLK -BLUEORASS• COUNTRY • COMEDY 
CHRISTIAN • CHILDRENS • SOUNDTRACKS • RARE TITLES 
BOXSETS • REOGAE • NEW AGE • CLASSICAL AND MORE. 
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The Hitchhiker's Guide lo 
tin Uilaxy 
XXX: State of ihe Union 
May 6 
House of Wax 
Kingdom of Heaven 
Mindhunlers 
May 13 




Star  Wars   Episode   111: 
Revenge of the Sith 
May 27 





The Adventures of Shark 
Boy & Lava Girl 
The Honeymooners 





iiubir: Putty Loaded 
June 29 
WarofrheWbrlds 
Information provided from 
yahoo.com 
Songodsuns Regina  Spektor 
Over the counter culture 
Up Alxiw Records "Soviet Kitsch" Sirp Records Group Inc. 
4%       4% 
On his debut with the 
SonGodSuns moniker, the 
Visionaries' 2Mcx offers a wildly 
imaginative hip-hop disc, show- 
casing a broad range of musical 
influences with outof-left-field 
lyrics. When OT( I does fall, it falls 
bard. But such slips are easily 
outweighed by its experimental 
affinity. 
Several tracks highlight a desire 
to break free from the limitations 
of mainstream rap. Musically, 
there are Dashes of the Caribbean 
in the steel drums of "Gone Til 
Whenever," Latin dance in "S-s- 
Sorry" and the furious. I lendrix- 
likc guitar of the brilliant title 
track. 
"Once Again" pushes the 
boundariesofsam|>ling,liftingtlie 
MarsVolta'sfrenetic'Tntergalactic 
F..S.P." and, daringly, using lyrics 
from Public Enemy* "Bring I Tie 
Noise" as its chorus. Excellent, 
melodic bass work carries the 
fidelity-questioning "Everyday" 
and skittish electronics straight 
out of Radiohead's Amnesiac dot 
"Minors Into lire." 
OTC deserves big credit for 
going all over the lyrical map as 
well. "Dream Small" tacitly poses 
a curious dilemma between 
pragmatism and optimism. 
The problems come with the 
album length: at an excessive 
19 tracks and 72 minutes, many 
songs are forced to resort to die 
bland, ordinary heats. 
But on the whole, OTC. conies 
as a pleasant surprise, an album 
that dares to take risks. 
-IkweHenem 
Regina Spektor is just the 
latest example of a trend tear 
ing through pop culture for the 
better pan of 15 years. It seems 
diat with die increasing global- 
ization singers, songwriters, film- 
makers and artists are not just 
expressing themselves within 
their specific culture, but arc 
creating fascinating mixtures of 
many different societies. 
Spektor was horn in Russia, 
but has spent the majority of her 
years in America, spending her 
adolescence in New York. The 
music on her latest album, "Soviet 
Kitsch' is a fairy tale mixture of 
piano (she is classically trained) 
and garage rock elements with 
her voice, which has a mystical 
quality of Bjork. 
She uses her vocals as just 
another instrument, often 
cramming words and syllables 
together to create odd tempos 
and interesting rhythms. 
Her lyrics, as the ride of the 
album might suggest, are sim- 
plistic, hut she tells harrowing 
tales of growing up and living in a 
world full of hurt and misery. She 
often repeats lyrics and creates 
music that at times sounds like 
a nursery rhyme. Perhaps she 
is the mother goose of die 21st 
century. 
The album is a fascinating 
effort by an emerging talent who 
is slowly working on her unique 
voice. She has so many diverse 
elements and is inspired by so 
many different genres that she 
has added to a kind of post-mod- 
ern pop music — melting pop. 
- Sean Corp 
Beer & Wine 




Saturday, April 16 
1 2PM - 2PM 
Sample a variety of red 
& white wines from 
around the world! 
Also try 6 different India Pale 
Ales- some of the hoppiest 
beers available in Ohio! 
5 minute drive from campus 
Only 21 and over permitted 
StimmePs 
Market 
Grain and Grape...together again! 
1220 W. Wooster •  Bowling Green 
419-352-7792 
Monday - Saturday 6 a in - 8 p m   — Sundays 7 a.m.-5 p m 
10 Friday April 15, 2005 WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
SPACE SHUTTLE NOW FUELED IN FLORIDA 
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) — NASA fueled a 
space shuttle for the first time in more than two 
yeais Thursday, and Discovery's redesigned external 
tank aced the crucial prelaunch test. The 154-foot, 
rust-colored tank underwent major modifications 
after the Columbia disaster. 
www.bgnews.com/nation 
NATION 
Gay marriage licences now nullified 
Andrea I Wright AP Photo 
DURING THE VIGIL: People in (rant of the Oregon Supreme Court. 
By William McCAU 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
PORTLAND, Ore.— The 
Oregon Supreme Court on 
Thursday voided nearly 3,000 
marriage licenses issued to gay 
couples a year ago In Portland's 
Mulmomah County, saying a 
county cannot go against state 
matrimonial law. 
"Oregon law currently places 
the regulation of marriage 
exclusively within the province of 
the state's legislative power," the 
high court said in its unanimous 
ruling. 
The court said state law hans 
gay marriage. It also noted 
that Oregon voters approved a 
constitutional amendment 
last November thai even more 
explicitly prohibits the practice. 
Kevin Neely, spokesman for 
the state attorney general's office, 
said the court left the big issue 
- civil unions for gay couples - 
for another day. "I suspect the 
issue will be resolved by either 
legislation or by additional litiga- 
tion," be said. 
legislators bad been wailing 
for the court's ruling for guidance. 
On Wednesday. Democratic Gov. 
Ted Kulongoskf said he will push 
for a law allowing gay couples 
to form civil unions that would 
give them many of the rights and 
privileges of marriage. 
Multnomah County, which 
includes much of Portland and is 
the stale's most populous county, 
began issuing marriage licenses 
to gay couples lasl March, its 
county commissioners arguing 
dial not doing so would \iolate 
the Oregon Constitution. 
A judge slopped die practice 
about six weeks later, but not 
before nearly 3,000 gay couples 
had wed. 
Similarly, San Francisco 
started issuing thousands of 
marriage licenses to gay couples 
in February 2004. The spree 
of gay weddings was also shut 
down by the courts, and those 
marriages were likewise declared 
invalid, though a constitutional 
challenge to California's law 
against gay marriage is still pend- 
ing. 
In Oregon, Marte Sheehan. 
who married Linda Duchek 
lasl March, said she was 
disappointed with the riding but 
hopes the legislature passes a 
bill allowing civil unions. 
"I believe thai ultimately the 
Legislature will do the right thing," 
she said. 
Kelly Clark, the attorney for the 
Defense of Marriage Coalition 
noted, "Two West Coast liberal 
states now, both California and 
Oregon, have both said that 
local governments don't have 
authority lo lake the law into 
their own hands." 
"It certainly sends a signal to the 
rest of the country," Clark said. 
The ruling came a day after 
Connecticut lawmakers passed 
legislation that would make it 
the second stale, after Vermont, 
lo offer civil unions lo same-sex 
couples. 
Massachusetts has allowed gay 
marriage since last May. 
Bush still unsure how to fix Social Security issue 
By Terence Hunt 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
WASHINGTON   —   President 
Hush signaled Thursday he 
is not read] yel to reveal how 
he would fix Social Secudtj S 
looming insolvency, saving he 
has to first persuade people there 
is,i problem. 
"I got a lot more time to tell 
people thai there is a prob- 
lem." Hush Mid In a speech to 
newspape editors. 
The president also exhorted 
Congress to "get off the dime" 
and pass a comprehensive 
energy plan. 
Bush spoke to die American 
Society of Newspaper Editors 
after  a  Republican  lawmaker 
called him to disclose precisely 
how he would fix the retirement 
programs inevitable insolvency 
problem, 
Hush said thai some members 
ol Congress would rather not 
tackle Social Security because ir 
is a politically sensitive subject. 
He said the political consequenc- 
es would be worse if lawmakers 
failed to address the problem. 
liter bis address. Hush 
answered questions and made 
these points: 
lie has ordered a review of 
plans to lighten re-entry rules 
at the Mexican and Canadian 
borders, lie said a requirement 
to show passports could "disrupt 
the honest Bow of traffic." Hush 
slid he firsl learned about the 
new rules by reading die news- 
paper and his first reaction was, 
" What's going on here?" 
Ilie government has to judge 
the need to protect its citizens 
against the right of people to 
demand access lo govern- 
ment documents. He said die 
presumption ought lo lie that 
citizens should know as much 
as possible about government 
decision-making. Bush said he 
does noi use e-mail because 
he wains to protect his privacy 
when communicating with his 
daughters and others. 
Bush has talked about bis pro- 
posal lo create a system of private 
investment accounts for Social 
Security but has acknowledged 
thai those accounts would not 
solve die program's financial 
problems, lie has not said how 
he would address the insolvency 
issue but has invited Congress 
members lo propose solutions 
Tilt' president met with House 
GOP members to talk aboul 
Social Security, part of an ongo- 
ing series of discussions. Hep. lim 
Kolbe, It-Ariz., said he told Bush 
"the time has come where we've 
got to start to put some specifies 
out there about how we're going 
to fix the solvency of it." 
Kolbe said Bush might not lie 
prepared lo do that, yet 
"He does understand diat at 
some point we have to slart 
lalkingabout die specifics," Kolbe 
said. "I think that he may just not 
be ready to be there yet 
White House press secretary 
Scott McClellan said Kolbc's con- 
versation with Hush aboul when 
more specifics would be publicly 
discussed was "more of a general 
discussion" about die phases of 
educating the public about the 
problem. 
Bush talked with lawmakers 
about the importance of finding 
a permanent fix to Social Security 
and how to get il done this year. 
Then is some discussion about 
when do you do that and the 
president said 'Well, we're still in 
this phase now of educating die 
American people aliout the prob- 
lems faring Social Security' and 
at some point we'll be focusing 
more on solutions and the way to 
get this done through Congress." 
"Congress hasn't even begun 
hearings at this point to consider 
legislation." McClellan said." 
Social Security lakes in more in 
payroll taxes than it disburses in 
benefits lo aboul 47 million retir- 
ees. But that trend is projected to 
end in 2017 amid the retirement 
of the baby boom generation. 
By 2041, the system will have 
exhausted a trust fund built up 
to continue paying full retiree 
benefits According to program 
analysis, payroll taxes will be able 
to cover only aboul 72 percent of 
promised benefits. 
college park communities 
College Park Purchased Sterling University Enclave 
the apartments new name is The Enclave 
The apartments everyone knows as Sterling University Enclave have been purchased by College Park Communities. Their new name is 
The Enclave. College Park is the nation's leading student housing provider with over 60 communities. "We're all so excited to join the 
premier student housing team in the country," said Holly Reinhart, Community Manager. 
College Park Communities prides itself with a mission to create a HOME for their residents. According to Joe Coyle, President, "HOME is 
our mission - Helpful, Open Minded, Motivated, Ethical." These principles have guided College Park to provide excellent customer service 
and a fun environment to their residents. 
The Enclave apartments are already fully leased for next Fall. They offer four bedroom/two bathroom apartment homes. The floor plan 
(pictured below) is great for entertaining friends or just relaxing on your own. "Our residents enjoy the open floor plan because it lets in a lot 
of light.  Having the washer and dryer inside the apartment is so convenient and the private bedrooms with individual locks and keys are a 
real benefit," says Laura Beier, Assistant Manager. The apartments also include wireless Ethernet in every bedroom and are on the bus 
route to BGSU. 
Having 24 hour facilities also makes this apartment community so popular. The fitness center is huge with free weights and aerobic 
equipment. If you want to hang out with friends or make some new ones, the pool and hot tub are the place to be. The computer lab 
provides a place to get group projects done or to finish that paper the night before its due. The tanning dome helps you look like you've 
just come in from Spring Break all year round. 
The Enclave has an on site management office at 706 Napoleon Road and they're in the office from 8:30 am - 7:00 pm Monday - Friday 
and 10:00 am - 4:00 pm on Saturday. To contact them, call 419.353.5100 or visit their new website at www.collegeparkweb.com. They'll 
be having an open house on Friday, April 15th from 1 - 3 pm for their residents and the entire Bowling Green community to answer any 
questions about the new company. Holly Reinhart concluded by saying, 'The Enclave apartments are definitely the place to be! We're so 
happy to be part of College Park Communities and offer our residents the best in student housing!" 
{=) This is a paid advertisement 
■ The Enclave 
College Park - The Enclave 
706 Napoleon Road I Bowling Green, OH 43402 




Half cent tax to be proposed 
Friday. April 15.200511 
I0LE00. FROM PAGE 1 
In an attempt to initiate 
change. Beenian is organizing a 
student rally at the Statehouse 
in Columbus, tentatively set for 
April 27. The effects of the rally 
may not he immediate. Hceman 
said, but bringing awareness to 
the issue might start changing 
minds. 
The picture of higher educa- 
tion is pretty grim, and we need 
to change that," he said. The 
ultimate goal is to lower tuition 
and create a dialogue in Ohio 
that there is something wrong." 
Most students realize that 
educational funding in Ohio is 
heading in the wrong direction, 
but the general public needs to 
be made aware of the problem, 
Beeman said. 
"Convincing students of the 
plan isn't the problem, the prob- 
lem is convincing the general 
public that there is a need for a 
small tax." he said. 
And although lohnson echoes 
Beeman's feelings that a change 
needs to take place, he also real- 
izes that achieving tuition reform 
may be a long process. 
"Even if we start today it will 
take a while," lohnson said. "Hut 
we have to start now if we want 
to see a significant change." 
Another problem that exists 
is that education is not a prior- 
ity in Ohio, and it needs to be 
for the state to remain competi- 
tive, lohnson said. Business and 
industry owners seek to locate 
themselves within areas that 
have an educated workforce. 
The workforce in Ohio is less 
educated than the national aver- 
age." he said. 
And due to that loss of com- 
petitiveness in the state, the 
number of students leaving the 
state will continue to increase 
"We're trying to stop the brain 
drain," lohnson said. "We want 
to keep the best and the bright- 
est, and not create conditions 
that encourage them to leave the 
state." 
Legislatures need to be con- 
vinced of the importance of 
higher education and that is 
something, lohnson said, is what 
the "power of a penny" cam- 
paign will accomplish. 
"I don't think we've convinced 
legislatures of the true value of 
higher education," lohnson said. 
"It's got to be a higher priority in 
our state" 
I"he one-half cent sales tax is a 
simple plan that clearly define. 
where the money will come from 
and will ultimately benefit the 
state Beeman said. 
"A penny can turn around the 
status of higher education in 
Ohio and the economy," he Hid, 
In addition to organizing the 
rally, Beeman and other mem- 
bers of IJT's student government 
will he traveling to all of Ohio's 
public universities in the com- 
ing weeks to advocate on behalf 
of the one-half cent sales tax 
proposal. 
"We'll be going to other stu- 
dent governments and let them 
know of the plan and what they 
can do to rally other students 
behind it." Beeman said. 
University sophomore and 
leader of CART—the Coalition 
Against Rising Tuition— Nathan 
Wiedenhoft said that although 
BGSU took action earlier this year 
to advocate for tuition reform, 
more needs to be done. 
"We can't stop there," 
Wiedenhoft said. 
Ribeau feels the most affective 
approach to the issue of rising 
tuition is to raise concerns, write 
letters and meet with legisla- 
tures. He also pointed out that 
the budget, which allocates the 
amount of money the University 
will receive, is now at the Senate. 
"We need to make them lleg- 
islaturesl aware as they go through 
the deliberations." Ribeau said. 
"Those are the folks in a position 
to influence the process." 
To make any kind of difference 
or bring alxuit change, people 
have to join together, lohnson 
said. 
"A penny wont buy anything 
today but a half-cent brought 
together will," he said. "When you 
start pooling our pennies, they do 
add up and create a force that can 
bring about change." 
Wanted 
Need 3 graduation tickets lor Col- 
lege of Arts & Sciences. Will pay. 
Call or email, mvanhou@bgnet or 
740-360-8231. 
Help Wanted 
The BG NeivT 
ified Ads • 372-6977 
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Pregnant? Confidential, tree & pro- 





Shop At www. 
pertectweddingshop.com 
Cheerleading Tryouls 
April 16th and 17th 
More info e-mail vfaley@bgsu.edu 
Wanted 
Will buy 2 tickets for 9:30 grad. 
Need for out-of-state grandparents. 
Please! Amanda at 419-308-4535 
Roommate needed for summer 
$260 month rent. 
419-308-9259 
IBARTENDING! S300/day potential. 
No exp. necessary. Training provid- 
ed. Call 800-965-6520 eat. 174 
Bartendors & waitresses needed for 
a restaurant. All shifts available. 
Bowling Green area. 419-823-4081 
Camp Medical Staff 
RN. LPN, SN. EMT, RD, Paramed- 
ics needed! ResKlent camp for 
youth with diabetes. Work one or 
two weeks. July 29-August 20. 
Room & board plus weekly stipend 
Call Central Ohio Diabetes 
Association 1-800-422-7946 or 
1-614-884-4400 
Child care needed in our Sylvania 
home for our 13 and 15 year old 
Must be available for the summer. 
June 5 through August 24, between 
11 am and 5 pm. Must have own car 
and two references. Please send a 
one page description of your qualifi- 
cations to: PO Box 664, Sylvania 
OH 43560. 
Cleaning & miscellaneous for ap- 
proxiately 2 weeks, starting 5/9/05. 
Call 353-0325 9am - 9pm 
HELP WANTED! NOW & DURING 
THE SUMMER VACATION 
Our company is seeking employees 
to perform unskilled light production 
work. We offer flexible hours - will 
work around your schedule - availa- 
ble shifts: 7:30am-8:30am; 8:30am- 
11:30am; 12:00 noon-2:30pm; 
2.30pm-5.00pm; 5:30pm-8:30pm. 
Many BGSU students work here. 
Easy walk from campus Pay is 
S600 per hour providing you work a 
minimum of 15 hours per week 
Work a minimum of 15 hours per 
week or over 40 with overtime. Pick- 
up an application at our office. Ad- 




842/846 Seventh St. 
ASK ABOUT SPECIAL 
3 Bedroom Duplexes 
2 Story/ 2 Baths 
Laundry on site 
Management Inc. 
Check out our website at WWW.MECCABG.COM 
or call 419-353-5800 
"Don't be afraid to 
cross the street" 
CHECK OUT OUR 
rYKKtt SKCMIS! 
EN. OHIO 
Frf April i5th 
Brian Bocian 
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Monday, April 18th 
Commons Dining Center 
4:30 P.M. - 7:30 P.M. 
All-You-Care-To-Eat 
Win prizes & have some fun before the final innings of spring semester!    Q3MMQNS 
Help Wanted Help Wanted 
College Pro Ltd. 
PT/FT Positions Available through- 
out Ohio. Spring & Summer: Man- 
agement & Marketing Opportunities. 
Make S10-15/hr. Contact College 
Pro at 1-888-277-7962 or visit 
www.collegepro.com 
Childcare in Perrysburg home PfT 
3 mo a 11 yr oW.flex scried, contact 
Monica Connors 419-874-2857. 
Gymnastics Coaches; immediate 
opening for boys competitive team 
coach. Also in need of girl's compul- 
sory team coach. Experience re- 
quired Please call 419-873-0511. 
INDIVIDUALS NEEDED FOR RE- 
SEARCH STUDIES: The Pfizer Re- 
search Clinic in Ann Arbor is seek- 
ing healthy men and women ages 
18-55 for participation in upcoming 
drug research studies. Study partici- 
pation requires a stay of 7-10 days 
in the Research Clinic Individuals 
will be paid tor participating in study 
activity You must not take dally 
prescription medications or have 
any chronic illness. For more In- 
formation, call the Research Re- 
cruiters at 1-800-567-8604. Pfizer 
Research Clinic 2800 Plymouth Rd. 
Ann Arbor Ml. 48105. 
Nazareth Hall is looking tor a full 
time banquet set up person. Must 
be capable of lifting & moving equip, 
wkends a must. Apply in person at 
21211 W. River Rd. Grand Rapids. 
Ohio 43522 
Nazareth Hall is looking for P/T wk - 
end waitstaft & bartender. Comp 
pay. apply in person. 21211 W. Riv- 
er Rd , Grand Rapids OH 43522 
New optomelric practice in Fmdlay 
OH looking for full or part time help. 
No experience necessary, paid 
training provided. Must have good 
people skills & a friendly personality. 
Day or evenings available plus Sat- 
urdays Call 419-425-9273 & leave 
a message or mail resume to 7131 
Old Mill Rd. Toledo OH 43615. 
NOW HIRING 
CAMPUS MANAGERS 
Ready for the UReps challenge? 
UReps is looking tor the most outgo- 
ing, enthusiastic leaders lor our 
Campus Manager position for the 
Fall, 2005 semester! Work 10 hours 
per week, gain valuable business 
experience, and earn while you 
build your resume. $100 weekly 
salary plus bonuses. To learn more, 
Painting & Roofing 
Part & Full Time 
419-352-5743. leave message 
Part & Full-time positions avail, at 
Knickerbocke- lawns & landscaping 
Call 352-5335 
PUT-IN-BAY JOBS 111 
ISLAND BIKE & CART RENTAL 
is looking for energetic, enthusiastic, 
friendly people for summer 2005. 
Good pay & bonus. 
Housing available. Apply on-line 
www. put-m-bay-trans com 
or call 419-285-2016 
SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS 
YMCA Camp Willson m Bellefon- 
taine, OH is taking applications for a 
camp nurse, leadership staff. & gen- 
eral counselors. For an application, 
call (800)-423-0427 or visit us at 
www.ymcawillson.org 
tUMMER 
•^ Rentals Available 
Leases May 14,2005 to August 6,2005 at Noon 
 GREAT LOCATIONS  
EFFICIENCIES: at 451 Thurstin, across from Offenhauer. 
S750 for the summer, deposit $225. One person only. 
ONE BEDROOMS: Several locations. S750 for the 
summer, deposit $225.One person only. 
TWO BEDROOMS: Several locations. $900 for the 
summer, deposit $225.Two person limit. 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC. 
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260 
319 E. W00STER ST. (across from Taco Bell) 





NEWS It is easy to place a 
classified ad in 
The BG News! 
Simply complete 
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Starting at 250/mo 
Laundry on site 
BGSU Bus Route 
Management Inc. 
Stop by the Office 
at 1045 N. Main St. 
or check website 
www.meccabg.com 
for complete listing 
for next year. 
Call 353-5800 
12 Friday. April 15,2005 WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
Help Wanted For Rent 
SPORTS! FUN! OUTDOORS! 
KIDS! MONEY! Maine camp needs 
fun loving counselors lo teach 
Land/water sports. Great summer" 
Call (888) 844-8080. apply: 
www.campcedar.com 
For Sale 
GRADUATION    TICKETS    SEVEN 
TICKETS tor the May. 7 2005 4:30 
Commencement. Bus. Admin, and 
H « H Will separate Best oiler 
419-732-8340 I will deliver to you. 
Why Rent? Own a home for the 
price of a new car! Then sell when 
you graduate! Mobile home in excel- 
lent condition- 3 bed, 2 full bath. Ig. 
deck, & more. 21k obo 353-6786 
For Rent 
(NEW) Buckeye Studios (NEW) 
Student Housing Available for 2005 
Monthly. Semester & Year Long 
Leases Fully Furnished, includes all 
utilities & 25" TV Call 419-352-1520 
"1, 2. 3 & 4 bdrm. apts. & nouses 
avail summer only & 05-06 school, 
yr. Plus rooms & effic. as tow as 
$265/ mo. inclu. util. Everything 2 
blks. from campus. Call 353-0325 
9am- 9pm. 
1. 2 & 3 bdrm. apts.. by water tower 
on Manville & Clough Available 
May 8 Aug. 419-352-5239 
1/2 block from BGSU 2 bedroom 
bnek. Parking, A/C, W/D. quiet. 
Available June. 419-353-3855 
3 Bedroom house Close to campus. 
Available for 2005-2006 school 
year. 
Call Sieve at 352-5822. 
3/4 bdrm. house. 217 Palmer Ave . 
BG $825/mo. ♦ util. 419-937-2215. 
May or Aug. avail.12 mo. lease. 
4 bdrm - 5 person house. 1st block 
of Manville. Year lease August 
419-352-5239 
854 8th St. 1 bdrm . now renting for 
summer/fall 2005. S395/mo. plus 
elec. Lots of parking. 9 & 12 mo. 
lease avail 419-392-3354 
Apts & Houses 2005-06 
www.luerenlals.oom 
Call 419-353-8206 for appointment 
Avail August. 3 bdrm duplex, 2 full 
balh, W/D, quiet. 117 E. Reed St.. 
S800. 419-467-1155 
GRAD STUDENT Apts/Smoke Free 
Downtown 138 1/2 N. Main St. 
June 1st: Nice, spacious 2 bdrm. 
Aug. 1st: Nice, spacious 2 bdrm 
$660 mo & low utilities. 
Downtown. 134 N. Main St 
Aug 1st: Nice 1 bdrm. $375 mo & 
low utilities. Call Greg 419-352-7677 
Grad Students 
601 3rd St 
1 bdrm furnished, quiet bldg. 
210 S. Grove St. 
1 bdrm. available May or Aug. 
laundry on site 




| Home City Ice 
Route Delivery & Packaging 
Positions Available 







Internships 8 Scholarships 
awarded 
up to $6,850 
Valuable work experience 
Excellent income 
Enjoyable work atmosphere 
Flexible schedules 
Increase your people skills 
Increase your resume value 
Team atmosphere 
Flexible start dates 
$368-$1500/week 
INTERVI 
Call (419) 539-7204 
or 1-800-809-9006 
(Toledo) 
Start Work Soon... 
For Rent The Daily Crossword Fix 
brought to you by PHP* 
1 - 3 Bedroom Apts/Houses 
12/mo. leases starting 8/12/05 
Smith Apt. Rentals 
419-352-8917 
Avail Aug 15, 2005. 3 bdrm. house 
& 1.2 & 3 bdrm apt. All close to 
BGSU. 419-686-3805 
Close to Campus 
Oulet. Affordable 1 bedroom apt 
419-352-9378 
G ■ L Rentals Now Leasing 
Georgetown Manor 
800 Third St. 1 4 2 bdrm apts 
Parking, laundry facilities, gas. 
water & sewer paid. 
The 'Blue House' 
616 Second St. 1 bedroom 
135 N. Church St. 3 bdrm house 
Family owned and operated 
Contact Lucle 419-354-9740 
Male has 2 furn. rooms for rent in 
BG for a clean, neat, & resp. 
person. Freedom of house. $200 




1 & 2 bedrooms, spacious, laundry 
on site, extra storage. A/C. Great 
location Starting at $525 
130 E Washington 





1 Low Security Deposit 
The Highlands- 1 bdrm. Laundry 
facilities in building. A/C. Quiet! 
Starting at $395. 
Jay-Mar Apts. Newly remodeled 
All appliances. Spacious, laundry 
facilities in building. A/C. Gas 
heat. 
Starling at $520 




K * K PROPERTIES 
Available August 15 
1 & 2 bedroom apartments 
3 & 4 bedroom houses & apts.: 
1 University Lane. 248 Troup Ave. 
305 S. Main 
611 Eighth St. 625 N. Main St. 
Call or stop in for more information 
419-353-APTS (2787) 
427 Clough St., BG 
, ook ng for ? subleased Juno Ihtj 
Aug. 137 Lehman Ave. 2 bdrm. apt. 
$575/mo. + util. W/O inclu. Please 
call Denise at 937-269-5610 or 
Alexis at 419-494-4769. 
709 5th Street 
APARTMENTS 
2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A 
Shuttle stop across the street 
SSOO/month  Full Year Lease 
For Rental Information: 
Contact Jack at 
1-800-829-8638 
or Steve at 
\^      (419)352-1150 J 
• BRAND NEW 
STORAGE FACILITY 
• MINI & CLIMATE 
CONTROLLED 








CALL TODAY TO 
RESERVE YOUR UNIT: 
419-353-5800 
Leasing Office Located At: 
Mecca Management. Inc. 
1045 N. Main St fIB 
Bowling Green, OH 
www.meccabg.com 
New 5lh & 7th Sts. 3-4 bdrms. W/D. 
A/C. dwshr 2 baths. $900-1100/mo. 
Avail. May & Aug. 419-354-2500. 
KiK PROPERTIES 
Available May 15 
1 bedroom apts.: 
134 1/2 University Ln. 
303 1/2 S Main St 
405 1/2 S. Grove St 
130 University Lane. 
1 bedroom house: 
128 1/2 S. Summit St. 
2 bedroom house: 
215 Ordway. 301 S. Main St 
3 bedroom house 
217 Clough St. 
Call or stop in for more information 
419-353-APTS (2787) 
427 Clough St.. BG 
Move In Now - ONE MONTH FREE 
1 and 2 bedroom apts. available in 
serene park-like setting. Includes 
dishwasher, heal, water and trash. 
Bowling Green Village 352-6335 
Newer house. 3 bdrm. 2 baths, AC 
W/D hookup 5th street $875/mo 
Available Aug 352-8872 
GREAT LOCATION! 
2 bdrm. 325 N. Enterprise. $575/mo 
+ util. 1 mo. dep. req. No pets. 354- 
0099. Avail. 8/15, 1 yr lease 
Nice 2 bedroom, 1 bath. 
W/D hook-up. 8th St $600/month 
Available June 352-8872 
PRICES REDUCED 
CARTY RENTALS 
No Three Tenant Rule Here 
'916 3rd. Street & 926 Wooster' 
6 Bdrm., new carpel 
•303 E. Merry" 
5 Bdrm.. 3 liv. new carpet 
•211 E. Reed* 
Large 3 Bdrms. 2 Kitchen. 2 Bath 
•146 S. College- 
Large 3 Bdrm. A/C, new bath 
■315 E. Merry Up & Dn' 
2-4 Bdrm. 
And a lot more units LG & Small 
Call for info & upgrades at 353-0325 
10am-9pm, or listings available 24/7 
at 316 E Merry #3 
Rmte. wanted ASAP thru July. Two 
bdrm., downtown, $325 mo. & 1/2 
util Male or female 419-575-0585. 
Summer Subleaser Needed 
May 15 - July 31. Only $150 per mo. 
Call 440-371-5351. 
Very nice 3-4 bdrm. Great location. 
W/D. air. patio, garage, pet possible 
appliances furn 419-353-2382 
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1 "Star Wars" Solo 
2 Orthodontists grp. 
3 Goose the gas 
4 Slightly shifty 
5 Acts the audience 
loudmouth 
6 Stem's opposite 
7 Dislodge 
8 Cozumel coin 
9 IRA choices 
10 PartofOSHA 
11 Koran deity 
12 River to the Gulf of 
Lions 
13 Place for eats 
18 Imitate Leo 
21 With obvious moisture 43 
ACROSS 
23 Lettered girder 
24 Off-the-wall 
25 Whiskered swimmer 
26 Sch. ortjs 
28 Haughtily aloof 
30 Writer Gertrude 
31 Chili con _ 
32 School subject suffix 
35 Freak out 
36 Pack animals 
1 Merciless 
6 Weasel sound? 
9 Beet with thick stalks 
14 Simpson or Astaire 
15 Pans street 
16 Old or New Indian city 
17 Military award for heroism 
19 Place to be teased? 
20 Bootllck 
22 Bowling alley 
23 Fanfare 
27 One or the other 
29 Pudding flavor 
33 Kett and James 
34 Score 
35 Xenon or neon 
38 Bellicose god 
39 "Bad, Bad _ Brown" 
40 Stockings 
41 Sea to Debussy 
42 Leave-taking 
43 Partner of desist 
44 Like some swimming pools 
46 Heavenly 
49 Theological dissent 
50 Discharge 
51 _-faire 
55 Valletta's island 
57 Madame Tussaud's, e.g. 
62 Eyed rudely 
63 Flagon filler 
64 Model wood 
65 This puzzle amounts to a hill 
of_ 
66 Japanese capital? 
67 Up to now 
Run-down 
Valuable veins 
Get wind of 









Team in a yoke 
Want_ 
_ Paulo. Brazil 
Reindeer tender. 
maybe 
Made in the  
Disfigure 
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PISflN€LLO'S 
203N.Moin   VJW"*   352-5166 
55    ^ Minimum 
MEDIUM 
Combo Pizza 
includes 3 items 
Open Weekdays 4PM.   •  Lunch Fri  • Sill  -Sun   "Sn •» Haa ■ ■■ iMmtMli''  annm 
For Rent For Rent For Rent 
Subleaser needed for 1 room during 
summer at Sterling Univ. Apt, furn. 
& will share bathroom with 1 person. 
Great place to be. 419-512-4853. 
Newly remodeled 2 & 3 bedroom 
downtown, $550 month. 
12 mo, lease w/ special 1/2 price 
summer rate. Call 419-354-1612. 
MMSME 
We are looking for account executives 
to sell for the 
BGSU telephone directory. 
Great pay potential • Flexible Hours 
Bonus Incentives -May-August 
• Valuable Sales Experience 
* Must have own Car * 
For more information call 372-0430 or email twhitmacoibgnet.bgsu.edu 
DEADLINE APRIL 15th 
Extra Savings in April! 
Winthrop Terrace Apts. 
400 Napoleon Rd. 
352-9135 
[eieuusr.im 
The  BosI  Seat  In Town 
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CINEMA 5 6- 
Movie fiats f«r fri. 4/15 thru Tlwri.4'21 
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S»qr. up lot Showtlro* t-m*il M www-cintmtrtwom 
SIGN UP TODAY AND SAVE! 
1453-1479 BURRWOOD DRIVE 
4 bedroom, 2 bath homes with AC, washer 
and dryer, gas log fireplace, and 2 car garage 
$999 per month plus utilities (3 person rate) 
308-330 CAMPBELL HILL ROAD 
3 bedroom, 172 bath townhouses with AC, 
furniture,full basement 
$900 per month plus utilities (limit 5) 
308-330 CAMPBELL HILL ROAD 
2 bedroom, 172 bath townhouses with AC, 
furniture,full basement, new carpet, tile floors, 
microwaves, washer and dryers 




Mon-Frl: 9am 5pm 
Sat: 9am- lpm 
445 E Wooster 





& Mashed Potatoes, Gravy, Coleslaw, 
Vegetable and Combread Stuffing. 
• From Noon until 9 pm ♦ 
419)53-2277 
In Downtown Bowling Green 
Smoking & Non-Smoking 
Dining Rooms 
1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments 
From Only $470! 
On selected floor plans 
• Ground floor ranch 
• Private entrance 
• Patio 
■ Spacious kitchen 




■  GCPSYLANt 
[Home Depot 
N 
t 
VARSITY SQUARE 
apartments 
419-353-7715 
